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l011 Van Ness avenue, badly dam-THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO ABANDONED TO THE aged, will have to be largely rebuilt.
St. Luke's Episcopal church, VanSWEEPING FLAMES AND INHABITANTS FLEE Ness avenue, will have to be pulled
down.
TO PLACES OF SAFETY--OTHER CITIES AND Mechanics' Library building, Post
street, slightly injured.
Crocker building, Market and
Post, slightly damaged.
Lick House, walls and roof large-ly caved in.
Loss Report Upham building, Pine and Battery,Nothing 4,000 to 10 - 
Union leaving only ruin in its path.
. 
P I left in Business district totally destroyed; loss $550s000.000 Lives and About , Burning Now about Union and Fire house adjoining CaliforniaHotel on Bush street; Chief SullivanFranklin with prospect of confine-
and wife sleeping in engine-house
'severely bruised by bricks crashing
through the roof from hotel.
California Hotel, upper walls col-
lapsed and upper floors wrecked.
The building in course of construc-tion
 to be occupied by the Hammartbaths will have to be rebuilt. The
walls arc badly warped and twisted
and the roof has fallen in. It is
located on Post street, near the
Olympic club.
San Francisco Gas & Electric Co,
Poststreet plant slightly injured.
St. Francis Hotel, exterior slight-
ly cracked, not seriously injured.
Pacific Union Club, Post and
Stockton streets, front injured and
fissures in rear wall.
TOWNS IN tikLIFORNIA DEMOLISHED.
g.One Billion Dollars of All that is left now is bounded by
Union, Vannes& and Golden GateProperty
The Nation
Sympathy
Cities of
State.
avenues to Octavia and Hayes and
Fillmore cver to Market street.
Stirred With OFFICIAL RECORDTHE GREAT EARTHQU6KE.
OF
far Stickent Washington, April 19. — The
weather bureau issued the followingthe Golden special report regarding the San
I. rancisco earthquake:
1 "The great san Francisco earth-quake of April 18, 1906, was regis-
tered upon the ,Bosch Osnori seis-
PRESIDENT, CONGRESS. GOV- mograph at the weather office at!Washington, beginning at eightERNORS, MAYORS AND PR!- hours, nineteen minutes, twenty
VATE CITIZENS TENDER AID S
—THE RED CROSS APPALS
TO EVERY STATE IN THE
UNION.
House Extends Aid—Places Army
and Navy at Disposal of Victims..;
St. Dominic's church on Pierce
street, total loss will have to be
pulled down. The parochial house,
a partial wreck. Fsstimated loss to
the parish, $30o,000.
The ornamental top on St. Dun-
stan's apartment house at, Sutton
street and Van Ness avenue, fell in-
to the street.
The Concordia club building on
Van Ness avenue has several fis-
sures in the side, and rebuilding will
he necessary.• 
The Hotel Grinade, badly dam-
aged; stone coping about roof fell.
seconds, seventy-fifth meridian time.
The record shows a disturbance of
considerable magnitude at"Washing-
ton, although not severe enough to
be felt by individuals."
•
St
Appropriatio Providing 85,000,000 for
Reba( Also In Sight.
Memphis, Tenn., April zri. (mid-
night).--Spedals to the Commercial-
Appeal from the stricken state of
California say that all efforts to stay
the progress of the flames in San
Francisco has been abandoned and the,
Inhabitants are deserting the doomed
city. The water sup*, being cut cif
and the Mowing up of the buildings a
failure, no means are at hand to com-
bat the flames which now hold un-
disputed sway.
The last shock to visit the stricken
city was at 64s o'clock this evening.
The loss of if in the city of San
Francisco Is placed free* a,000 to 5.090
persona. The property loss is esti-
mated at not We Pisa isce.0x).000.'
It is also estimated thet about 200,000
of the inhabitants are homeless and
there is much suffering and priva-
tions..
Reports tram otbier, *actions of Cali-
fornia aro to the siftet that the dis-
aster la not confined to San Francisco
but that scores of towns and villages
were destroyed and it is tothoated
that full reports from those regions
will show the loss of life and prop-
erty to be equal to that incurred in
San Francisco.
Every effort possible
 is being  made
to hurry food and shelter to the s
ferers, and organisations of relief
corps are being formed in all titles
and towns on the coast that escaped
the great calamity.
Great Earthquakes of Modern Times
Atnong memorable earthquakes of
modern times may be mentioned
those of Lisbon in 1775, Calabria in
1783,- Caraccas in 1812, Aleppo in
tgaa, Mount Ararat in altao, Asia
Minor in '855, Naples in 1857,Quito in 1859, Argentina in :Soo.
Manila in 186o, Manila in 1863. Pert'in 1868, Manila in T88o, Malaga and
Uranada in 0384 and 1885, Charles-
ton in 1886, Japan in t891, Chilpan-(Ingo, Mexico, in 1892, Gautemalain Kea
The Charleston Earthquake.
The most recent serious earth-
Yuake in the United States was that
which was felt at Charleston, S. C.,August 31, 1886, which threw down
many buildings in the city and killed
several hundred people. It was ob-
served from the Carolina coast.Georgia and Central Florida, north-
ward to Southern New England,
across New York to Southern On-
tario,' and westward to Eastern
Louisiana, Arkansas and Missonri
The area affected was 800 miles
wide by 1,000 miles from north to
south.
City Practically Destroyed.
Washington, April 19.—The wardepartment today received the fol-lowing telegram from Gen. Funston,
t:ated San Francisco, April 19:
"Your four dispatches received.
Have already filed several for you.
Impossible now to inform you as tofull extent of disaster. City prac-
tically destroyed. Troops have been
aiding police, patrolling and main-
taining order. Martial law has not
been declared. Working in conjunc-
tion with civil authorities. Have
mg
any dispatches. You cannot send
too many tents or rations.
''About 200,000 people holvieless.
Food very scarce. Provision houses
all destroyed. All government
buildings in_citt gone."FIRE STILL RAGIffit,
CITY DOOMED
.Flames Consume Entire Business
District and Beautiful Nob Hill.
San Francisco, April :9; 7:45 p. m.
—Everrhing south of Market street
to Twenty-third street is gone ex-
cept the United States mint, and
fires still raging. The postoffice is
damaged by shocks and fire slightly.
Everything north of Mission
strett destroyed up to Vanness
avenue and west of Golden Gate
avenue to Octavia. Chinatown com-
pletely wiped out, also beautiful Nob
kt. Hill'
• Fire has crossed Vadhess east of
No Damages at Los Angeles.
Late yesterday afternoon reports
reached the city via Memphis that
Los Angeles had experienced two dis-
astrous shacks destroying a largeportion of the city and 2,000 lives.
This report caused much anxiety in
this city among the families who
have relatives there.
At eight o'clock last night is :de-
gem from Los Angeles stated that
tiwee light shocks occurred in that
city yesterday with no damage to
either life or property.
Facts About San Francisco.
Population :850 
 6,13 it
Population :900 
 342.782
Population 1905, esti-
mated .- 
 
412.000
Veins of buildings in city
(tax estimeted).., ..... Slafts159,4o8
Estimated loss by fire
and earthqa ake $200,000,000
Total value of taaabie
property $5640 70.301
Wage earners who will
suffer on account of
earthquake 
 6o,000
Number of Manufactur-
ing institutions in city
Estimated number de-
stroyed by earthquake
and fire 
 3.767Area of city 47 square miles
Area of fire district...8 square miles
Oakland, Cal., April 19.-9 A. M.
—The fire is still raging throughout
San Francisco and there is no possi-
bility of stopping it until it expends
itself for want of material.
The city is dQomed•
Some of Great Structures That
Have Fallen Prey to the Flames.
San Francisco, April ig.—The
following is an incomplete list of
the principal buildings destroyed or
damaged:
Cal building, entirely destroyed.
Claus Cprerkles building, gutted
by fire.
Hearst building, collapsed..
New Chronicle building, hardly
damaged at all.
The White Hoese, wIlls badly
cracked, all plate glass windows
gone, every piece of stock in build-
ing removed before 9:30 a. m.
Winchester Hotel, Third Street,
totally destroyed by shock.
Grand Opera Hobee, entirely de-
stroyed.
Claus Spreckles house and stables
4,156
!Ole, introduced a concurrent resolu-I RE-------11N CON-1110111-11 --IINISHt 1 tion directing the president to place'all the available resources of thedeparfinent of commerce, the war
!department, the treasury depsrtment1 and the navy department at the dis.DESTRUCTION BEfiAN .BY . pose of the munielp-al authorities.the president, acting upon his ownBefore this resolution, however,in had already iustructed
Secretary Taft, Secretary BonaparteEARTHQUKE.
_have been rendesed homeless and4.also ts extcnd the protecting arm
steps as they deemed neceisary to
and Secretary Shaw to take such
aileviate the sufferings of those who
of the goverment over, the stricken
city for the purpose of maintaining
law and order.
ENOINES USELESS
AND SENT HOME
• Washirgton, D. C., April tg.—The
war department today received the
following bulletin from the Western
Union:
"Outside cities have been sending
fire iengines to San Francisco to as-
sist}in subduing flames, but it was
It,,, useless on account of no
swat r and they are now returning to
Ora nd and other points. The
fire reaoet the city doomed."
San Francisco, April 19. via Oak-
land.—Reports front the interior are
I most alarming. Santa Rosa, one of
the prittiest cities of the state, in the
prosperous county of Sanoma, is a
total wreck. There are to,000 home-
less men women and children hud-dled together. The loss of life is not
to be estimated. It will probably
reach the thousands.
As the last seismic tremor spent its
force in the earth the whole business
portion tumbled into ruins. The main
street is piled. many feet deep with
fallen buildings.
Ali
 G°Not one business 
Gone.
building is leftintact. This destrustion includes all
of the county buildings. The four-
story court house, with its high dome,is merely a pile of broken masonry.
oN thing , nsis left. „Identification is i-p
What LW not destroyed by the
earthquake has been swept away by
fire. Until the flames started there
was 1mpli 4„.,da-
trict. It was '---719157TTITMPIR7811 any
such idea that might have been en-
tertained was to be abandoned.
Inhabitants Flee.
This was apprsciated by the citi-
zens and they prepared to desert theirhomes. Not yen their household
good, were taken. They made for
the fields and hills, to watch the de-
an-tuition of one of the most beautiful
cities s of the west.
Messengers bring the saddest tid-ings of destruction of Healdsburg,
Geyserville, Cloverdale, Hopelaad
and Ukiah. This report take, in the
country as far north as Medocino and
Lake Counties, and as far west as
the Pacific ocean. These are frontier
counties, and have not as large towns
as farther south. In every case theloss of life and property is as shock-ing as here.
FIRE EXTENDS
OVER VAST AREA.
Washington, D. C., April to.—A
!Western Union bulletin says: "San
Francisco's entire district up as far
ar the new Fairmont Hotel on the
tcp of Nob Hill, California Street
between Powell and Mason Srteets
all gone. Reported that too,000 peo-
ple are homeless and at 6:3o a. m.(San Francisco time) fire not under
control. Water supply again cut
off. Ten thousand homeless are re-
ported at Santa Rosa."
New York, April i9.—The West-
ern Union received a report that
early this morning the fire spreadinto the. Nob Hill section of San
Francisco. This is the section
ic are ocate many te resi-
dences, including the Crockel and
Huntington homes.
THE EARTHQUAXE
OF 1811 AND 1812
BEGAN DEC. z6 AND CON-
TINUED AT INTERVALS
UNTIL MAY 8TH.
Many Shocks Were Recorded By
DT. McMurtry of Louisville—
In All 1667 Distinct Shocks.
On the morning of Decembert 16,1811, fifteen minutes after 2, thefirst of a series of tremendous con-
cussions, that shook the wholeWestern hemisphere, was perceived
at Louisville. Commencing With
about half the strength to which itgradually increased in about one
minute, it held at that force about
one Minute. and then, gradually sub-
siding, the whole iteration from
three and one-half to four minutes,
other slight motions following.
That was the beginning of an
earthquake that has attracted as
much scientilic interest as any rec-
orded. It was a part of the same
movement which destroyed New
Madrid, in Missouri, and which
caused a sinking of the earth, forni-ing what is now Reel Foot Lake.
Humboldt says that it presents one
of the few examples "of the inces-
sant quaking of the ground for sev-
eral successive months far away
from any volcano."
Over an extent of country stretch-ing for 3oo miles southward from
the mouth of the Ohio river, the
ground rose and sank is great un-
dulations, and lakes were formed
and again drained. The surfaceburst open in fissures whicksioner-
ally trended northeast 
_south-
west, and were som rinore
than half a mile long; these
fissures mud and water 'were often
thrown as high as the tops of trees.
During the continuance of these
convulsions the inhabitants distin-
guished two classes of movements—
the vertical and the horizontal. The
latter were regarded as far moredesolating than the former. The
disturbances continued over which
has since been called the Sunk
Country until March a6, 181a, when,
according to Appleton's encyclo-
pedia, they ceased co-incidentally
with the great earthquake of Cara-
cas. According to Dr. McMurtry.
who wrote and published, in 1819,
sketches of Louisville, these con-
cussions extended with decreasing
strength until May 8.
DOWIE• IN ZION
TEMPORARY INJUNCTION RE,..
STP.AT.IIIS INTERFERENCE
BY RIVAL.
Apostle to Enter City and Begin
Fight Before People
for Power.
Chicago, April 19—The seat of waris shortly to be transferred to Zion.Attorneys for john Alexander Dowieassumed the initiative yesterday andstarted the Votive forces by causingthe much-discussed bill in chancery to4 set aside the transfer of • Zion hold-ings under Voliva's power of attorneyto be presented to Judge Robert W.
- Wright at Rockford. The bill will beformally filed, today at Waullegan.l Meantime after a consideration ofthe allegations of the bill of particu-lars .hidge VVIright issued a tempo-
rary injunction restraining the fol-lowers of Voliva from interferingI with the first apostle when he re-turns to Zion and granting him the1 privilege of addressing religious gath-
erings in Shiloh tabernacle on al-ternate days of the week. The in-junction further restrains Volivafrom manipulating the property in-terests of Zion in any way so as to
affect title.
.
Anticipating servici 'of the Dowieinjunction, a mass meeting of Zionites
was held last night in the tabernacle.
at 7:30 in order to take ways and
means to prevent the injunction frombecoming effective. At the meeting
Voliva asked all those present who
were dissatisfied with the steward-
ship of the founder of Zion to stand,
up. Practically 'The eIntIft audience
of 3,000 persons stood up on this
Ire.
FIGHTING WARRANT
ED VASSUER AND MAMIE
DOLEN GIVEN CONTINU-
ANCE.
Henry W. Smith Was Fined $3 For
Raising a Disturbance at Depot
While Drunk.
Yesterday morning in the police
court there was continued over until
today the case charging Ed Vassuer
and Mamie Dolen with engaging in
a fight.
There was dismissed the warrant
Katie Campbell, both colored.
Milton Enoch, colored, was fined
Sao and costs on the charge of en-
gaging in a game of shooting craps
down on the South Side of town.
He is one of the gang that was
caught in a house near 'the old city
hospital at Fifth and Husbands
streets.
Henry W. Smith was fined $3 and
costs for being drunk and disorder-
ly. He is the railroad man of Grand
Rivers who was arrested' once Wed-
nesday, but released, on promising
to behave himself, but his eager .dc-
sire to "break loose" got the best
of him, and he "broke," but intojail.
George Hall and R. 1L Wolverton
were fined $1 and, costs for being
TIDAL WAVE MAY FINISH
WORK OF DESTRUCTION.
The authorities are still dynamit-
ing buildings in the vain hope of
checking the progress of the flames,'
but a new misfortune has befallen
the place.
The explosives for blowing up
buildings are becoming exhausted;'
even the powder of the government
arsenal is all gone.
Every business building and half
of the residence portion of the city
is destroyed.
Washington, April lg.—Prompt
rnd effective step a to relieve 'the
distress of the people of San Fran-
cisco were taken by the house of
representatives this afternoon. Rep-
resentative Kahn of California,
whose district embraces that portion.
of the city of San Francisco which
has suffered most from the catastro-
‘‘1
University Professor, Says They NotInfrequently Follow Earthquakes
Rochester, N. Y., April gt.—"And
an even greater disaster than the
earthquake threatens San Francisco.
A tide/ wave would not be an unlook-
ed for accompaniment to the present
seismic disturbances," said Professor
L. Fairchild, of the University of
Rochester, today.
"Nue!) of San-Francisco is oily 12
feet above tidewater, and this fact
renders it particularly liable to de-
strnetion in such an event.
"Tidal waves after earthquakes in
costal localities are far from unusual.
As the city is not directly on the 'Pa-
o-int ocean, but in a deep bay, there is
a possibility, however, that even in
the event of a tidal wave., it might
in some measure be protected."
(Continued on Page We.).
•
t
Distribute Money.
Referee E. W Bagby of the
bankrupt court yesterday ordered
distributed amongst creditors. jan00
in the M. G. Warren ease from
Marshall county.
MORE TROUBLE
FOR POLICE
CHIEF COLLINS FINDS STAR-
ING HIM ADDITIONAL
CUTS.
The Men Will Shortly Commence
Taking Their Vacations of One
Week, and Thereby Further
Cripple Force.
Chief James Collins yesterday
said that be thought the hmit hadbeen reached when the %police de-partment by taking away some men.
In this regard he said the municipal
ordiqences permitted the patrolmen
to taick one week's vacation_ each
twelve nkonths, on full pay, and that
the officer's. have already commenced
putting in their applications for thelay-off, which they generally takeduring the watm period. As many
as two officers are allowed to take
their vacation the same week, there-
fore when the men begin taying off
fos thip purpose, it means that theforce evill be kept cut down to six-
teen men for not less than nine
weeks, and the effect of the depart-
ment curtailed this much in addi-
tion to the standing decrease made
-eity--tegralistorss-
Chief Collins said he will try to
do the best possible under the cir-
cumstances, hut he cannot refuse
the men their vacation, to which
they are entitled under the laws.
The officers are given permission to
select Week—thirni biit
as yet none of them have decided
what date they will start taking
their vacation.
The chief did not get to re-
arrange the officers yesterday so as
to make the cut come from Broad-
way and the Union depot beats, but
he thinks he will have things settled
in this respect by tonight, and start
off anew again the workings of the
department as regards the respec-
tive beats.
--Recover Her Child.
A dispatch from St. Louie yes-
terday said that Mrs. Daisy, B. Read
had flied suit there .agarnst .hes buss 
bond -fsir possession of her sc.*
taken by her husband when they,
separated. The message skits the IS
ox Paducah,
_
I.
•-Jits •
CAUSTIC CHAN! 'HID IN THE WIND UP
TO GRAND JURORS JAIL BATHTUB COURT TODAY
SPRINGFIELD JUDGE SAYS ALL
LYNCHERS MUST BE
PUNISHED.
Warrants for Arrest of too Men Are
in the Hands of the
Sheriff.
Springfield, Mb. April 18—Judge A.
J. Lincoln, of criminal court, in charg-
ing the grand jury, was bitter in his
statements. After reciting the causes
leading up to the calling together of
the jury, he said:
"This outrage deserves the con-
denmnation of all good citizens and
the most rigid investigation at your
hands. All persons, their aiders and
abettors engaged in that shameful
outrage, are guilty under the law of
murder in the first degrez. The law
makes no less a crime because 200
• men engaged in the consummation of
•ti the crime, than if one man alone, and
ii-under cover of night, committed the
offense. Crime never becomes law-
ful because multitudes seek to give
it sanction. Mob violence never has
and never can accomplish good.
Lawlessness places all things and all
men in peril."
Warrants for the arrest' of too men
connected with the lynching are in the
hands of Sheriff Horner. Five men
were arrested last night. Three more
were arrested up to this afternoon.
They are Harry L Carson, son of 
a
former treasurer of this county; Fred
Strockey, a carpenter, and Emmett
Kinney, son of T. M. Kinney, who
VV:tS murdered by negroes here last
December.
May Remove the Sheriff.
Jefferson City, Mo., April 18.—At-
torney General Hadley has telephon-
ed Assis. Atty. Gen. Blake at Spring-
field advising the removal of the
sheriff on the ground of neglect of
official duty, providing the investiga-
tion warrants such a course.
BUILDERS THREATEN
GEN. GRANT'S TOMB.
Proposition to Spend 12,5oo,o00 to
Acquire "Buckwheat Field" for
Park Purposes.
A request that Buckwheat Field,
the scene of a revolutionary conflict
,
and now the tract of ground sur-
rounding Grant's Tomb on the Hud-
son be made a public park was sub-
mitted by General Horace Porter and
others to the city board of estimate,
says a New York telegram.
"The tomb of General Gant," said
General Porter, "is threatened with
being surrounded by sky-scraping
buildings if this land be left to th
e
contractors. We need this tomb pre-
s,rved in its majesty, as we need all
other lessons in patriotism that ca
n
be given to the thousands of immi
-
grants who arrive here monthly. This
land is the resting place of many
patriots who suffered in the bloody
Buckwheat Field battle. The engage-
ment of that day was fought und
er
the eye GI Washington, and served
to restore confidence to our soldiers!:
It was proposed to spend $2,500,-
000 in acquiring the land for this
park. The board appointed com-
mittee to investigate the project.
TOBACCO GROWERS.
One Week From Tomorrow • Pre-
cinct Meetings Be Held.
One week from tomorrow there
will be held at the precincts in the
ounty gatherings by the tobacco
growers, for purpose of selecting
their delegates to the gathering to
be held here the following Monday
at the county ...bort house, and per-
fect the organization' of the Dark
Tobacco Growers association that
was temporarily gotten up several
weeks ago.
Considerable interest is being
taken by the farmers of the county
i.iidihey will have a strong or
ization, in order to entirely con-
trol the tobacco market.
DIED OF MALARIA.
Mrs. Mary Wingate Passed Away
Yesterday Morning.
Yesterday Mfrs. Mary Wingate
eied of malarial fever at her home
on Meyers street in Mechanicsburg,
after an illness of one week. She
is survived by her husband, Mr. N.
W. Wingate of the St. (Bernard Coal
company's local yards, and three
children. This afternoon at 2
o'clock the funeral services will be
conducted at the home by Rev.
Peter Fields of the Third street
Methodist church. Interment fol-
J. R. NORFLEET DOUBTLESS
INTENDED TO, ESCAPE
AGAIN,
He Concealed Himself by Bathtub
While Others Were Being Lock-
ed up at County Jail.
It is believed that J. R. Norfleet,
the alleged forger, confined at the
county jail, made another attempt to
escape from prison a night or two
ago, and a close watch is being kept
on him, as he is believed to be a
pretty dangerous man, having es-
caped once before.
The cells in the jail are in a circle
and outside the circle is, a corridor
for the prisoners to exercise them-
selves in, by walking. In this corri-
dor there is a bath tub for use of
the inmates. After the prisoners are
all locked up for the night the turn-
key makes a tour of the circular corri-
dor to see that all prisoners went
into their respective cells.
A night or two ago after the men
were all put in their cells, one of the
•
men started around the corridor to
make the examination, when anothel
inmate called, Deputy Jailer Bud
Howell, and tipped off to him the
fact that Norfleet was hiding behind
the bathtub, with intention of sawing
his way out during the night, or over
-
powering the deputy when the latter
made the tour of the corridor to se
e
if all were in. Howell immediatel
y
went around to the tub and yanked
Norfleet from behind it, and threw
him into his cell, being determined
to tolerate no foolishness on his part.
Norfleet dashed out the jail door
once before and made his escape, but
was re-captured at Clarksville, Tenn.,
and brought back here. He was charg-
ed with forging the name of Jennie
Cowsert to a check and getting it
cashed at the retail grocery Henry
Douglas ran until some weeks ago
on South Third near Norton street.
Norfleet came clear of this charge
last week, and now another indict-
ment pending against him accuses the
man with forging the name to a
check and getting it cashed by Grocer
Frank Rodfus of Fifth and Jackson
streets.
Gov. Polies Ideas.
Jeffersonian democracy means the
rule of the people; not of any class,
nor of any clique, nor of any special
interest.
The next few years will be distin-
guishing as the time in which the
reign of the special privilege is
brought to an end; the doctrine of
equal rights fixed in national policies
and in the conscience of mankind.
The developments of the last few
years should inspire optimism, not
pessimism, as to the future. The pun-
ishment of rascals is not going to
overthrow the republic.
Parties must stand for something
and mean something. The questio
n
is now, not what the democraiic par
-
ty did fifty years ago, nor what the
republican party did forty years ago,
but what they stand for now and what
they propose to do now.
An Unkind Cut.
Two youngsters
fice this morning
which they found
W. E. Norman.
same by calling
Monitor.
We thought these things had gone
out of fashion. But Mlayfield, like
the bustle, is always behind.—Murray
Ledger.
brought to this of-
a lady's bustle
near the store of
Owner can have
for it.—Mayfield
Perhaps men are as deceitful as
women in some things, but they
never attempt to transform a yawn
Dr. Hicks' office 609 Broadway.
'Phone 432. Residence 1627 Broad-
way. Phone tafio.
Claim Notice.
--M-4Craelren Circuit Court. -G
Rudolph administrator Of Ida Ethel
Hessig,' deceased, plaintiff, vs., petit-
ion in equity, H. T. liessig, etc., de-
fendant.
Ordered that this action be referr-
ed to Cecil Reed, master commission-
er of this court to take proof of as-
sets Mid liabilities 'ef the estate of
Ida Ethel Hescig, deceased, and all
persons havinir claims against said
estate are required to properly verify;
and file same, before said commis-1
sioner, on or before the 5th day of
May, 1906, or they will be forever'
barreJ from asserting any claim'
against the assets in the hands of the
administtator, unadministered; and ;
all pe.rsons are hereby enjoined and,
restrained from collecting their
claims against said estate except
JUDGE REED WILL FINISH
EVERYTHING IN COURT
TODAY.
Barnett Hill paid $5 Reward in the
County Court Yesterday—Court-
house Fence Coming Down.
This morning Judge W. M. Reed
will open circuit court, sentence all
the prisoners who have not had
their terms passed on them, hear
the report of the grand jury, and
wind up the business as tomorrow
the term of court has to come to an
adjournment. The grand jury has
framed up many indictments that
will be turned into court today.
Paid Reward.
Yesterday in the county • court
Barnett Hill of the Health section
of the county, was paid a $5 reward
for killing the wolf down there sev-
eral days ago. The judge looked up
the statutes and found an old law
which provided that a reward should
be paid anyone killing a wild animal.
and especially of that species that
kills sheep.
Deed Recorded.
Property lying in the Rock addi-
tion of the city has been sold by
A. R. Jenkins to Ed Cohen for
$300, and the deed filed for record
yesterday with the county clerk.
J. V. Sanderson bought from E. S.
Yarbrough for $16o, property on
Mayfield creek in the county.
Courthouse Fence Down.
County Jailer James Eaker and
his prisoners yesterday commenced
tearing down the iron fence sur-
rounding the courthouse square on
South Sixth street and by tomor-
row it will all be down. Some par-
ties have wanted to buy the fencing,
but would offe* no more than $73,
so it will be kept by the county and
used for the new poor farm to be
started. The iron in the fence alone
is *orth at least $.400, and the coun-
ty does not intend to give it away
just for privilege of having it made
away with, but will put it to good
use.
Appellate Court Sustains.
The appellate court yesterday at
Frankfort sustained the circuit court
that threw out the suit of Wilson's
administration against the Illinois
Central railroad, on the ground
that the action for damages was
barred by limitation, because it was
Pot instituted within one year fol-
.lowing the injury.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit court, E. 0.
Thomas, administrator,' etc., Plff.,
agt. Equity, vs. Anthony Payne,
etc., defts.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, master com-
missioner, of this court to take
proof of assets and liabilities of the
estate of Jinnic Payne, deceased,
and all persons having claims
against said estate are required to
properly verify and file the same,
before said commissioner, on or be-
;
fore the 5th day of May, too& or
they will be forever barred from as-
!serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the administrator,
unadministered; and all persons are
hereby enjoinel and restrained from
collecting their claims again.t said
testate except through this suit.
'Ordered that 4his order be published
in The Paducah Daily Register as
required by law:
hws at Oak Grove cemetary. 
through this suit. Ordered that this
order be published in The Paducah
It has been said that the drum 
Daily Register as required by law.
was the first musical
Given under my hand, as clerk of
i
use, but how anyone di
it is a musical instrum
mystery—Chicago *ew
strument in
overed that
t is still a
.aid court, this the tzth day of April,
1906.
J. A. MILLER, Clerk,
By R. B. HAY, D. C.
A cop attest:
J. A. MILLER, clerk.
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit court; Katie
Walbert, etc., Piffs , agt. Equity,
versus Robert E. Walbert, etc.,
Defts.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, master
commissioner of this court, to take
proof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of James T. Walbert, de-
ceased, and all persons having
claims against said estate are re-
quilled to properly verify and file
the same, before said comsniasionet,
on or before the 16th day of May,
1906, or ,they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the hands of
the administrator or consuissioner,
unadministered, and all persons are
hereby enjoihen and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except through this suit.
Ordered that this order be pub-
lished in the Paducah Daily Regis-
tet as required by law.
A tOay attest:—
J. A. Miller, Clerk,
1,)lr W. C Kidd, c.
I BIGGEST MOOSE ANTLERS.
I Palm Given to Blaine Man's Trophy
—Many Own Very Hand-
some Sots.
Maine sportsmen and hunters are
amused by a statement made recently
to the effect that a moose killed In
New Brunswick had antlers with a
spread of 48 inches, which, so far
I as was known, was the record width.
I These are rather small antlers; much
larger ones can be purchased any day
In the taxidermists' shops of Bangor,
says a correspondent of the Washing-
ton Post.
It has long been a question which
is the largest set of moose antlers In
the world. Some years ago a set of
antlers from Alaska, mounted in Ban-
gor, attracted great attention, as they
spread T4 inches. Like most Alaska
=tiers, however, these were ragged
and unsymmetrical. The handsomest
antlers are seldom of wide spread, and
those of remarkable spread are seldom
handsome.
Some time ago the set owned by
...Torman Merriman, of New York, a
member of the Calumet club, was de-
clared to be the second largest in the
world, spreading 62 inches. The as-
sertion was disputed by sportsmen in
Maine, who said that 62 inches was
not the second greatest spread of ant-
lers; neither, they said, was a record
established by the set owned by King
Edward VII., alleged to spread 71
inches.
Within the past few years several
eats have been mounted in Bangor hee-
l:1g a spread of more than 74 inches
but they were all from Alaska, and
net at all handsome. The record, so
far as knows, for New Brun/whit
moose antlers is 66 inches, and this
pair was mounted bore They wen
unsymmetrical, and not worth muct
as an ornament.
The Maine record Is said to be 6'.•
inehee, a pair of this width havini,
been mounted here a few years ago by
the late Sumner I.. Crosby.
By far the largest and handsome",
set of moose antlers of which there I.
arsy definite knowledge is that ownea
by Charles B. Hazeltine, of Belfast
the official measurements of whi-h
taken at the New York Sportsmen's
exposition in 1895, are. Oirth. Sbt,
Inches; length, 41 Inches, palmatfin
41% by 11% inches; spread, €1 inc. es
But the spread of a set of ant en
does not necessarily indicate their tic(
or establish their worth, for men ur
Mg antlers is an arbitrary proceeding
For instance. the Hazeltine set. while
measuring only 61 inches spread, an
73 inches convex measuremeet, Ana
their beauty and value lie in theh
great width of blade and in their 11
points The moose from which the,
were taken was killed at Cheauncooli
Lake, Me, in 1887, by Jule Pease, wise
says the animal weighed about 1.606
pounds, being nine feet long from noes
to end of tall and eight feet girth.
November in the Country.
Almost everybody who goes into the
woods, or indeed anywhere else, in No
vermber, carries a gun. Partridges are
a certainty, deer and bear are aiNays
possible, and rumors of wildcats, loup
cerviers and Canada lynxes are sut
ficiently rife to thrill the blood of chil-
dren and timid persons when they
pass through a patch of woods after
dark. A foreigner might imagine that
the county was in a state of insurree
tion, for in almost every wagon that
you meet a shotgun or a rifle ii ap-
parent. The rural mail-carrier 1rings
back more partridge" than letters. the
lawyer, on his way home from court,
stands up in his buggy and @bents a
plump bird without disconcertin ; his
well-trained steed; two or three shot-
guns may often be seen outside the
door of the district schoolhouse, rest-
ing against the wall, while their youth
ful owners are inside, undergoing in
struction in more peaceful arts What
would a city schoolmaster think if his
lads of 12 and 14 came armed to
achool!—H. C. Merwin, in Atlantic.
Earth Breathes.
That Hee -earth -breathea_ls is_
known "dentine fact It is often to
be verified by that peculiar earthy
smell which arise" immediately ate)
a thunderstorm, the lowering of the
barometric pressure causing the now
upward of air, &at OA ft Is since more
squeezed downward wins the barom-
eter rises. A resident of GOMM& has
silsaiverad a mature' barometer at
Terney-Vataire. It is a deep natural
well sr cave, with a very small atm
Ins. When this el:teeing Is made small
enough Alit to tit a whistle the differ
sat monde as this earth inhales ar az.
hales the air warn the neighbors ot
the coming weather. A lighted snatch
or & feather shows the direction of the
flow as well. It is said to be an es
cellent weather prophet.
Misinterpreted.
lexeited Flabarlbaa (to country hotel.
keeper)—There ise't a bit of fishing
about here! Every brook haa a sign
warning people off. What do yor
mean by luring anglers here with tht
promise of fine fishing/
Hotelkeeper—I didn't say anythins
about fine fishing. If you read my ad
vertisement carefully you will see that
what I said was "Fishing unapproaeh
able."
Paducallfs Vth
Aninuall C.Atitenivall
Week, Beginning April 30.
Cosmopolitan Shows, Wild West
and Irrogote Village
Excursion Rates on all Transportation Lines.
Sheet Music
POPULAR SONGS, INSTURNENTAL HITS.
You do not have wait for your orders. We carry the stock
hand. We have over e,000 pieces of sheet music in stock and over
volumes of folios, exercises and instruction books. Come
look over our stock. We can certainly supply your wants.
down
We Sell All Music at Cat Prices.
Harbour's Book Department.
on
Soo
and
MAIM, uriNfint & co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. KV
DON GILBERTO
Has Scored  Another Mark 
Alongside his pure clebrated Wil-
low Spring Whisky he has added the
long needed and unobtainable pure
Apple Brandy made from sweet mellow
apples and distilled at a still in the
beautiful mountains of Tennessee, where
the willows grow tall and green and the
beautiful chrystal water runs from the
grove of Willow Spring, direct to the
still of Messrs Hennessee & Co., Mc-
Minniville, Tenn., distillers.
Remember this apple brandy is the first that has ever reached Pad-
ucah direct from the still to be retailed by the drink. Remember that
the rectified and compounded apple brandy is more poisonous than
the virest whisky that is compounded and rectified. P. apple brandy is
higher in price than the average run of pure whiskies and is scarc
er
than whisky.. Remember apple brandy would be recommended by al/
physician for certain ailments of the human body if they were sure
they could get the pure brandy also: there would be more of it dr
ank
if it were not for the rectified compounded stuff they have to drink.
Remember that thq name of my Brandy is .DON G1LBERTO'S
THREE STAR" Apple Brandy. My brandy is bottled 
and sealed "I
under my personal supervision and none genuine unless my name in
 big
red letters on the inside of the lab's next to the bottle which reads
Don Gilberte's pure apple brandy a 7w old zoo proof. The bottle will
contain, 32 os of the pure Three Stem apple brandy.
Bear in mind that this package will be subject at any time and
anywhere that the U. S. Revenue officials see fit to inspect it. (He h
as
a right to do so.)
Providetl the seal has not been tampered with. Also I 
tender the
officers of the pure food law the same privilege as I do U. 
S. revenue
officer, as I am personally responsible for its purity
, strength and
quantity. To be had only at "Th e White Deer" wh
ich is a symbol
of strength, purity and innocence. 116 S. Fourth St., Padu
cahu, Ky.
,
LADIES 'TAKE
* COUNTRY STORE
THE MONEY WILL BE PUT IN
CONFEDERATE MONU-
MENT FUND.
Entertaining LectursRy Miss Susan
Temple Last Evening—Other
Nice Events.
Yesterday morning at the gather-
ing of the Daughters of the Con-
Inderacy at Mis. D. Thompson's, of
Jefferson street, they decided to ac-
cept the proposition of the spring
carnival people, turning the Country
Store over to the ladies, to keep
nil they make out of it. The money
will be put in the Confederate
monument fund, and now therc is
being made out the list of ladies
who will daily have charge of the
eastablishment.
Lectare On "Rome."
Last evening write a crowd heard
the impressive and instructive lec-
ture delivered on "Rome" by Miss
Sesan Temple at Grace Episcopal
church parish house. She illustrated
lar talk with steroptican cacao,
taken while in Europe touring
foreign lands.
Club Ladies Take Up Park.
The Delphic and Magazine clubs
f this city, have selected com-
mittees. who yesterday started out
mitts petitions, for a house to house
tanvass, getting names of every-
body, the document to be presented
the city board asking that the mun-
icipality buy the district bounded
by Broadway, Ninth, Washington,
and Eleventh streets, and convert
it into a public park. On several of
the squares there exists the "Red
Light" section that could he weeded
out in this manner.
Magazine Club Met.
The Magazine club held a most
•entertaining session yesterday after-
noon with Miss Martha Davis at
ber home on ISentucky avenue.
Entertains at Cards.
This evening Miss Faith Lang-
!saff of Kentucky avenue 4 near
Seventh street, will entertain at
cards, complimentary to Miss Eliza-
beth Scott of Clarksdale, Miss., and
Miss Josephine Gardner of Quogue,
I ..sis Island.
BALANCE OF WALL
PULLED DOWN
PARTY WALL BE USED BY
CULLEY AND HAWKINS
BOTH.
Mr. Milton Sanchez Bouaht Bulld-
og; ..sa juyz
Back From Trip.
Yesterday the damaged side wall
of the Hawkins buffet building on
Broadway, was torn down by Con-
tractor George Katterjohn, and in-
stainl of the old wall being rebuilt
so as to hold up the joists of . the
small building, notches will be left
'ia the new wall going up for thn
RoyCulley clothing house, so the
rafters and joists for the Hawkins
building can be supported off the
new wall that' will be a party affair.
As the excavations for the Culley
building foundation have not been
completed, this will be dose right
away, and that new side wall gotten
up so the Hawkins building can be
put back in good condition, and
ready for occupancy again. It will
be a month or six weeks before this
is done and Hawkins can move
back.
Bought Cairo Building.
Mr. Milton Sanchez has
the building occupied by
hrothers grocery at Cross street and
Washington avenue. in Cairo, giv-
ing $topoo for it. lip bought' to
speculate on the deal. He is the
traveling 'sialesman of this district
for Heinz's house of St. Louis.
•
Manager Joymes Back.
Manager A. L. Parries of the
Cumberland Telephone company. re-
turned yesterday from Mayfield
where be left Messrs. Leland Ilume
and W. T. Edwards, high officials of
the company, who are touring the
iong distance territories covered by
the system, in their automobile Mr.
Joynes went many places with them,
.nd came home, while the others
are still scurrying over that viciniti.
bougit
Stone
=======$11PUBUIRINSISIMUsow....._
Sport' and
tab
asel3ailli News
SPORT COL
Cairo Very Clever.
Some of the fans are wondering
why McCarthy let Trautman go. The
reason is that Cairo promised to as-
slat the new towns in forming strong
teams and kept her faith in the prom-
ise. The fans .need not be afraid that
Cairo will not be in the race with a
fast team, for she will. The old town
Cairo, Paducah and Vincennes, had
the advantage over the new members,
Jacksonville, Danville and Mattoon,
for lot only did they have some of
last year's players reserved but had
all winter to sign new ones, so it was
° 1r fair that the old town should
give one or two of their best material
to the new Kittens. If every town
dries not have a fast team that will
n.ake a nip and tuck race, the inter-
est wir lag and the attendance fall
down. Give us six fast teams that
will play "gingery" ball from start to
finish. As The Citizen has said sev-
eral times before we want to see ev-
ery town represented by a fast team
that will cause each other to get up
on their toes and go some. If all
teams rank only two or three games
apart in the percentage column, :t
ili make a far more profitable year
than if any one of the teams is far
in the lead. The Citizen wants to see
Cairo win, but she wants to see the
other clubs make her play ball to
win.—Cairo Citizen.
The Jacksonvillains.
The Jacksonville squad divided in-
two teams at Wsest Side park
Monday afternoon and played- sev-
eral innings The men seemed to
be in good shape after their two
games at Keokuk and cavorted
about the field like two year old
colts. The pitchers all worked out,
.and those who pitched at Keokuk
acemed to be in good condition and
snowed no signs of sore arms.
Many of the fans have wondered
why Berte ha i not yet been out to
practice. Manager Belt stated last
night that he called at Talbott's
cafe and found Bette suffering from
a severe attack of tonsilitis. I He
had had his throat lanced twice in
the last two days and was in had
sbape. Belt says he hopes Berta
will soon be out, and that the fans
need have no fear but that they wi:I
find him one of the fastest short-
stops ever on the local diamond, and
also one of the most aggressive men
in the business.
i In_ now SCCIIIS that Cautliora hasjumped the team. When he came
here he told Belt that he might have
to go to St. Louis for one day the
Ilatter part of the week. lie left for
1 St. Louis last Friday and as yet
1 has not returned or sent any word.
Cauthorn is a newspaper reporter
l and has been trying to get a job
1 on the St. Louis Republic. Beltthinks he has landed his job and
i decided to quit , baseball.
imethod of quitting, however, is 
His
not
exactly what Belt would have liked.
I lie has Cauthorn's contract and willhold it for the present and see that
he does not play any place else, that
is where the club is under the pro-
tection of the national commission.
—Jacksonville Courier.
Getting Good Practice.
The second exhibition game itt
1 Paris. between the Colts of that cityand the panville K. I. T. league waswon by the locals yesterday after-
noon by a score of 5 to 2. The
The Man Who Would 1
Never Betray
By COSMO HAMILTON
 
*ft 
(Copyright, &goy, by Joseph B. Bowls*.)
I want you to tell me. I've got my
own ideas on the matter. Was Din-
ton coward or liar?
There is a woman in the story, and
Dinton has a straight nose, a tins
mustache, and he stand.* six foot one
In his socks.
Canon Dinton had .one eon, Mal
Carbis one daughter.- Their houses
lay near to each other in a village out-
side Gloucester.
Harry Dinton and Mary Savernake
Carbis knew each other by sight before
either was a)f.e to pass the time of
day in words tabulated by Johnson
For some years they were wheeled out
side by side. For some years they ran
together hand in hand. Then came
Harrow, and a "school for the daugh-
ters of gentlemen" at Drigton. In
the holidays they raced on ponies
blackberrled and kissed each other in
a brother-and-sister way. Then the
boy entered the "shop," as his fathom
had wished to do before him, and the
girl remained at Brighton. In the
holidays they still raced on ponies,
played tennis and golf; but they black.
berried and kissed each other no more
In a brother-and-sister way. At 11
they were, very secretly (no one must
know), engaged to be married. liar.
ry's mustache could be twisted; just
half Mary's hair hud gone up.
Jove, how time slips on from chaptet
ID chapter I
Harry Dinton grew into a fine younG
man, atraight-backed. clean-eyed. hare
of hand. On the great day ,,,,.en w..i..,.
he came down to the drawing-room in
his first uniform he looked every Inch
a soldier.
'Will he do, Dinton? Will he do?'
said the major, with a slight moisture
in the corners of his eyes, duo very
likely to gout.
"He's a credit," replied Canon Jin
ton, in the stiffest speech he ever per-
petrated, due. very ,asely, to gout also.
"to his father, to his friends, and tc
1 the nation."
1
"Eh, Mary my dear. eh?"
"Yrs. indeed!" said Mary. while ir
her heart she cried: "He's a man, and
he's minc—he's mine."
And then Harry -joined," and began
to live as mott of them live; iie bought
things be couldn't afford, and gambled
and paid up with other people's money.
and flirted a little with young married
women. Boon, quite soon, his mental
perspective began to change. The
three figures which hitherto bad
dwarfed all others in his sight became,
respectively, "dear old dad," "funny
Old chap," "poor little Mary."
Poor little Mary read, and re-read,
and kept his letters—we know the let-
ters—and laid her flowers, her heart,
her faith, her trust, at the foot of the
pedestal upon which she had placed
the Image of the man who would never
betray. For you must understand that
Mary was no ordinary girl.
Ste was a hero worshiper, an enthu-
siast, an optimist, a believer in things;
she was very simple. So far as she
knew, she had never possessed a moth-
er, you will remember. Her environ-
ment also kept her from beeomiag as
other girls are. The country was all
she needed. Her garden, her animals,
the management of her father's house,
filled her days. Her dissipations were
the croquet matches she played with
the C,anon and her father, till the light
failed, to be followed by cut-throat
bridge with them under the green.
shaded lamp. She needed no /rocks.
She attended no sales. Sh• borrowed
no money. She met no "smart" peo-
ple. She saw no life, but she lived
to her own complete satisfaction in her
dull, stupid village. There were the
letters, you will remember. (We know
the letters.)
Do not for a moment run away with
the notion that Harry did not believe
the high-Sown, not badly-worded fen-
timents he professed tri-weekly to the
young woman he was to marry. At
that time he did, although he received
malty three-cornered notes from • Mrs.
'rarporley, who kept open house and
possessed no available husband. Be
maid to himself that the whole thing
was different; that, really and truly,
Mary was the only woman in the
world. -One has to be ordinarily civil,
don't y see." And so, to the surprise
of his best pal, he still continued to
play the game, more or less according
to rules. •
Then came a day when the regiment
was ordered to India. Harry spent his
leave at home. For the first few days
the general petting he received was
gziiv war ,w,t i.e.., as alQs. t he  veg pleasing. Then the croquet bored
score would indicate, as the Kittens him, and pTay-iftgliTilftitTor love
elayed just fast enough to keep in amuse. It was all so quiet, so slow
the lead. Quiesser and Chrisman, so off-the-map. There were many
the latter the former Indianapolis things he was miastug, the opera, with
twirler, were in the points for Dan- —but that doesn't matter; a new play;
a polo match at Hurlingham. Of
The Danviire—"KitiehUtiOcv 'hive cellre.* Mow was the most beautiful
. girl in the world that; but whyfour victories to their credit in the didn't somebody tell her not to wearecycn exhibition games played,
The Danville leaguers will lib "tb
Terre Haute, Ind., Thursday after-
t(non to Meet the Central league
team of that city. The Tots have
been playing great ball of late and
the game should be a fast one.
dresses cut in that way? They weren't
Town. And her hair—nobody did hair
In that outre manner. Everything irri-
tated him.
"I dusao," he kept saying, In an
ashamed way. In the watches of the
&halt; "I dunno, I'm sure. Dear old
The last victory for the Terre dad used to seem such a grand chap at
Hattteans was over the Rose Poly- one time—such a distinguished man,
technic team, which they defeated in built big and all that. Now he strikes
one as a rather. comtnon-place fusserten innings by a score of t 0.
"Iron Man" Holycross and Shaw mean—Oh dash it all, bow rotten
will be on the firing line for the, everything is! And then, take the ma- !jDanville team. "Holy" is in greator What a feeble—Oh, well, I sup-
I form and if given good support will pose I'm out of condition. It's liver,
or lack of exercise. I wonder why thebring hack a victory.—Danville devil I haven't heard from &lithe forI'ress. 
',to whole days! . . . Poor Uttlq
Mary, she is n.1,011r! Just the altrOO.as
she always was. Full of poetry and
heroism, and a sort of deadly cheesful
earnestness. I wish to goodness her fa-
ther would take her down to London,
and let her see how other people do
things- Wth any luck she might meet
another man. She—Oh, dash every-
thing! I'm certain I ain't fit."
On the last day of his leave Mary
took the man who would never betray
to the place where they had first kissea
--sot in the brother and sister manner
The poor child Wag Ott the verge of 
a breakdown. Only. a very strong will.
effort kept away a great burst of weep.
ing. Harry was touched and ashamed
and full of self pity. They stood al
lently for a minute or two looking ints
the deep, swift stream, spanned by s
rustic bridge declared to be unsafe
The world was full of music.
"Good-by," whispered Mary.
"Good-by," said Harry, taking her ID
his arms. "You will—write often?vvo .
"By every mail. And you?"
"Of course."
. A tremendous wave of sympathy
came over him, and he kissed her with
something of the old boyish fire.
Instantly she flung her arms around
his neck aild told him, incoherently,
with tears and laughter, what he was
to her, what he had always been, what
he would always be. "I am one 01
those queer people," she said, "who
having made an idol, could never set
it shattered and live. If you forget
me, Harry—forgive me, darling, tot
suggesting such an absolutely absurd
thing—I should throw myself into this
river and drown.1
"I don't behest% you," said Harry
trying to speak lightly.
"As God is in Heaven," said Mary
Not strangely—there is nothing
strange in this world, as we all know—
too: Tarporley to India
too. And until his leave came round
agaln—a matter of some dozens ol
months—she and Harry waved &wick
the rules of the game.
Remembering the horrible solemnity
and determination in Mary's voice as
they stood by the river, Harry, hero,
continued to write by almost every
mail to the girl he was to marry, hop-
ing always, in a feeble kind of way,
that another man would come along
with whom she would fall In love,
knowing that she wild never in bet
life love anyone except himself.
It cannot be said that Harry was
happy. Mary was. Wasn't she to mar-
ry the man who would never betray?
Two days before he left India he
swore to be true to Editha, and she
hung round his neck muck as Mary had
done, telling him that she was not
afraid. He would wait till she was
free, she knew. I •hliak I said that
his lose was straight, that his mous-
Matt was Site, and that be stood six
foot one in his socks.-
A wire was handed to him on board.
It ran in this way: "Henry has passed
away. Cable just arrived. I am
broken-hearted. Come back soon to
Editha." And the words danced in his
brain all the way home to the little
village outside Gloucester.
His father found in him a man he
didn't know. A little startled, but not
without pleasure, pride and excitement,
he began at once to cultivate his son's
acquaintance. The major knew the
climate of India, and put the change
down to that. Mary welcomed him
quietly and the Canon and her father 
finoticed for the rst Ume that she, too,
had changed. Here was a woman who
had been a child.
There was much laughter with tea.
The two oldish men vied with earsli
other in saying slightly cynical things,
with an air about them of knowing &
man of the world when they saw him.
Mary only loOlted her remarks.
Presently they found themselves,
Mary and Harry, going instinctively
to the river.
For some time, while the sun set,
they talked commonplaces, but with
an obvious strain. Then suddenly, as
though she could stand it no longer,
Mary got up and ran to the middle of
the bridge. Its rotten planks creaked
horribly.
"Mary," cried Harry, "come 
back!"He made a plunge at the bridge to
take her Into safety.
"If you come on the bridge, too, It
will break and I shall fall in."
"Why stand there?" he cried frau-
tkaialYry.M spoke very quietly, as though
saying something she had carefully re-
hearsed.
"A week before you came horns I re-
ceived a letter Vora as old school-fel-
low who is In India. She 1.. married to
a man in your regiment and know,
you."
"Ohl" said Harry. "Be quick. Its
cracking!"a  
woman I h ye never known
tell- --an- 
--untruths_ 
_Sha warna
agahist you, and tells me that you
and a Mrs. Tarporley—am I to believe
that? You know why I am standing
here. I told you what I should do
Have you and Mrs. Tarporley—"
For an instant Dinton hesitated. It
be said yes, there would be no obstacle
In his way to prevent marriage with
Bditha. If he said no, he would be
obliged to marry a woman he no longs)
lover' no longer eared about.
"No," he cried. It's • lie."
"On your honor?"
"On my honor as a gentleman."
With a great cry, Mary made a run,
and, as the worm-eaten plank gave
way, scrambled up the bank and flung
herself into the arms of the man who
would never betray.
Royal Biker,
The sultan of Turkey owns more
than 200 bleyelen some with gold and
silver mountings. It is said that he
could earn a good salary as trick rider.
He also has a weakness for motor ears
and growl IASSOS.
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INSURE WITH
L. B,EBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office; 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
iubscribe For The Register
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Bicycles.......Bicycles
19061Models Ready for Inspection.
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Monarch"
and "Imperial"
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it wil pay you to see'these fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the con-viction that they are the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital canproduce.
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,
etc., at right prices.
"Qld wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
THE OLD RELIABLE.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
x26 and tail North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre,
We are now open
for business at
121423 N.
Fourth St.
FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL EFTATE
SOUCAH REAL ES7.. .... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM 'I. EA$*
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. irmsnotts
KENTUCICv REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
nr.D6 Q W. WAITTEMOILC. flop.dvuoth. lio
 a
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - - Residence Phone 736
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
1
1
•
. 
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jury room unless summoned there
by that body and the only thing re-
quired under the law is that the com-
monwealth or county attorney must
give the grand jury legal advice when
called upon. Grand juries are above
all court officials and have the right
to purspe their investigations in their
own way and to indict every man
whom they have reasonable grounds
to believe, from the evidence before
them, is guilty of a crime. •
As long as grand juries feel that
they are subject to the will of the
presecnting officer just so long will
they find their work handicapped. It
is right and proper for an officer 40
go before a grand jury and call its
attention to all rumors and reports
reaching him pointing to a crime, and
then it is up to the jurors to take the
matter in hand.
In St. Louis, Mir. Folk instead of.
trying to use the grand jury for the
suppression of, indictments used it for
the suppression of crime, and the
s)obsequent honors placed upon bun
show what the people do for honest
and conscientious work.
The fight inPhiladelPhia also shows
what a dishonest and corrupt officer
may expect. The people of this coun-
try arc demanding a square deal and
are fast becoming convinced that the
et i is to line u and
vote for honest men only.
•
The general council of Louisville
is preparing an ordinance to prohibit
the issuing of a retail liquor license
to drug atotes._Ind, to also prohibit
drug stores from selling liquor ex-
cept on a pbysicians prescription for
each sale, and these prescriptions are
to be filed and numbered like other
prescriptions and subject to inspec-
tion by the city officials.
California may be the greatest place
in this country in which to live, but
the great earthquake disaster will
cause many, people to change their
minds about' emigrating there.
In addition to the millions of dol-
lars of property destroyed by the
earthquake, the disaster will mean
the depreciation of millions of dollars
in value of lands in that state.
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Prosecuting Attorneys.
In the Louisvilee Post of yesterday
is to bk found the following comment
on coaritnonwealth attorneys:
°The ',sital importance of every com-
munity,- anti in particular to large
cities, of the office of common-
ivealth's attorney is being again illus-
trated ioLPAadrIphia, where the long
and paffiserIf uccessful struggle for
reform has just taken another spec-
tacular tors.), -
From the time that Mayor Weaver,
of Philadelphia, separated himself
from the corrupt machine in that city
the people have woo a series of vic-
tories, and the public service has
been immensely improved. The police
department has been entirely divorc-
ed from politics, the tax rate has been
reduced, millions of dollars have been
saved by the cancellation of contracts
formerly awarded to corrupt contrac-
tors.
The enemies of good governmentin l'hiladelpkria have, however, made
a fina: stand, and, as might be expect-
ed, they have establishgri their citadel
in the office of the commonwealth's
at•orney. •
In Philadelphia all the reform de-
m nts are now being consolidated in
an effort to elect a reform cononon-
wraith's attorney."
It is a common failing with many
commonwealth attorneys to think
they are in office for their own per-
sonal benefit and that of their par-
ticular friends. Some of them even
attempt to place themselves above
the grand juries and to say who shall
be indicted and who shall not be in-
dicted. The fact of the business is
INSTRUCTS GRAND JURY
TO GO TO THE BOTTOM
NEWPORT JUDGE STATES T'HA T COMMONWEALTH ATTOR-
NEY CAN  ONLY
 
ENTER
 JURY
 
ROOK  WHEN CALLED IN
BY THE GRAND JURY.
Newport, Ky., April 19.—A special
grand jury, composed of prominent
citizens or Campbell. county, - Wag
impaneled yesterday in Campbell
circuit court by Judge A. S. Berry,
to investigate the charges made by
W. E. Monroe, Sr., a juror.
Judge Berry dielivered one
strongest charges ever heard
of the
in the
local courts. After reading the
statute governing grand jurors and
the qualifications of jurors, he took
up the charges made by Monroe and
others which made it necessary -to
call the special grand jury. :He said
that he had made the call against
his own inclination, but the circum-
stances were of such an extraordi-
nary character that he had ciccided
that a thorough investigation ihould
be made.
Judge Berry criticised the com-
monwealth's Attorney, W. A. Bur-
kamp, and County Attorney John
Heuver.
Judge Berry told the grand • jury
that they were absolute, and if they
did not need the Commonwealth's.
Attorney in the grand jury room
that- he could mit enter. He also
told the jury that if the Prosecutor
refused to assist them when called
upon he would appoint some one
who would.
ALLOWED
ME COIN
•••••••••.
ALDERMEN ADJOURNED UN-
TIL NEXT MONDAY
NIGHT.
This Was Done, After Financial
Allowances Made, on Account of
Some Officials Being Absent.
.The aldermen gathered last even-
ing to hold their regular semi-
monthly meeting, but on account of
the president being sick, Member
Chamblin absent, and 'Mayor Yeiser
confined with illness, the session
was adjourned over until next Mon-
day evening, right after the bills
were allowed, together with the
semi-monthly payrolls for the pub-
lic officials and attaches.
There was weal:aro_ Aldermen
Farley, Bell, Hurd71Tank, Miller
and Palmer, and on account of the
absence of President Oscar Starks,
Member Palmer was chosen to pre-
side. After the bills were allowed,
he suggested that an adjournment
be taken over to next Monday nightthat no one has a right in the grand so there could be present the absent
parties, to have a voice in the
transactions of the business before
them.
President Starks remains confined
at his home on Fifth and Washing-
ton streets as result of a delicate
operation he underwent several days
ago. Mr. Chamblin is out of th‘r
city at Duquoin, Ill., constructing
some large buildings he has con-
tracted for, while the mayor ex-
pects to be able to get out next
Monday anyhow. if nothing unfore-
seen develops.
OFFICIALS INDICTED
On Charges by Montgomery County
Grand Jury—Investigation Stila in
Progress and More Indict-
ments are Expected.
Mt. Sterling, Ky., April to.;---A sen-
sation was created here yesterday
when the Montgomery county grandjury returned true bills against five
county officials, one city official and
two other men of prominence. In-
dictments were found against Magis-
trates J W. Henry, C. L Dean. Newt
Perry and J. 'H. Shultz for allege:i
malfeasance in that they attempted to
pay W. W. Eubank, road supervisor,
who had been removed, his salary,
and for other offenses. Eubank was
also indicted for alleged usurpation
of office for acting after he had been
removed, and City Jailer Langston
was indicted on the charge of wil-
fully neglecting his duties and allow-
risoner to escape. Magistrate
Henry is also under indictment for
alleged subornation perjury.
SCANDAL CAUSES
HIS SUSPENSION
Collector_ at Port of Buffalo  
missed From Office Pend- •
ing Inquiry.
Washington( April to After a
onference with the president today
Secretary Shaw, who has just re-
turned from New York, decided that
he would suspend from office Fred-
erick 0. Murray, collector of the
port of Buffalo. N. Y., who a few
days ago was indicted in connection
with what is known as the grave-
yard scandals. The suspension of
Mr. Murray from office, it is under-
stood, will not carry with it a loss
c,f salary unless he, subsequently
should be removed.
Don't look before leaping when an
automobile comes scorcifing your
I way. Riley & Cook.
•••••••••
IFEED SHEEP
TO SNAKE HERE
THIS WILL BE DONE DURING
WEEK OF CARNIVAL.
The Cosmopolitan People Have a
Band of Forty Igorrotes They
are Now Carrying Along.
Secretary Rodney C. Davis of the
Paducah Carnival Association, re-
turned last evening from Jackson,
Tenn., where he went to see the at-
tractions being shown there by the
Cosmopolitan Carnival Company,
that also supplies the features. for this
city's spring festival week after next.
He found that the features were far
ahead of any other company ever
bringing their shows to this city, and
guarahtees to the community exhibit-
ions far superior to any ever wit-
nessed, from every standpoint.
Mt. Davis saw the band of Igor-
rotes carried over the country by
The Cosmopolitan who at first start-
ed out with about twentylfive of
these peculiar little people from the
Phillipines but to which original
party has been added about fifteen
more, making forty altogether, and
they are one of the finest attractions
on the grounds, they being the same
shown at the world's fair in St. Louis
during rooa.
Another entertaining sight is the
collection of snakes and serpents car-
ried by the company. that has a pit
full of these writhing clammy reptiles
one of which is the big boa constric-
tor that is thirty feet in length. This
constrictor is fed only once a month,
and while here the date for his meal
arrives, and he will be given a full
grown sheep to devour. This feeding
will be performed right in full view
of the public some night during fes-
tival week. Constrictors shed their
skin once every year, and he now
looks like he is preparing to do this,
and the management says it believes
the scaly coat will fall from the ser-
pent's body while he is in Paducah.
a ins is something unusual, and not
witnessed everywhere, therefore it
will prove a great drawing card.
When the mouth of the boa constric-
tor is opened, it is two feet in width.
There will be eighteen attractions
brought here by the Cosmopolitan
e0Ple, two of the new ones to join
them here, while another is added at
Jackson. The new front for the Wild
West show will be rcatly by time the
troupe gets here, and it is a dream of
elegance and beauty.
The most perfect horse in the
world io carried by the company,
she being known as "Nebraska
Queen" and weighs 2,740 pounds
She was born and reared in the state
of Nebraska and is the most perfect
specimen of horseflesh to be found
the  world over. She is 20 hands and
in-cT-11-tith, and eleven feet, Terg-nt
inches in -length. She was five years
old the sand of last month.
COURT CONTINUES PAROLE
OF GitORGE W. PERKINS
Writ of Habeas Corpus Issued to
Secure Banker's Release Is
Dismissed.
New York, April to.—Justice
Greenbaum yesterday dismissed
writ of habeas corpus which was
issued to secure the release of
George W. Perkins, the banker,
when he was arrested a few weeks
ago on complaint that he had given
funds of the New York Life Insur-
ance company as a contribution to
the Republican campaign fund. The
arrestof Mr. Perkins, who had bee:t
under parole in the custoelay of his
counsel was continued.
Fine photos at unheard of prices.
•
VELOPED
LITTLE FEVER
MAYOR YEISER EVIDENCED
SIGNS OF THIS YES-
TERDAY.
Dr. Richard Walker Expects to be at
Dyersburg until First of June—
Mrs. Baker Better,
Mayor D. kA. Yeiser yesterday de-
xeloped a slight fever_ at his home on
North Fourth street, but Dr. D. G.
Murrell does not think it will last
long as otherwise the mayor is doing
first class. lie will not be able to
leave his bed for several days yet,
even if he continues constantly im-
proving.
Mr. Richard Walker intends re-
maining at Dyersburg, Tenn., until
the first of June, visiting his sister,
and recuperating from his long spell
of illness that confined him for six
weeks last winter. He has be-en away
for several months for his health,
most of the time on the gulf coast.
Master 'Hlenry Rhodes continues
getting better at Riverside hospital.
Mrs. Victor Voris is confined with
threatened appendicitis.
Mts. Thomas A. Baker continues
improving at Riverside hospital and
will probably be removed to her home
today.
Bettie West, a small colored girl,
was driving some hogs in Arcadia
yesterday morning when one knocked
her down and broke her arm that was
reset by Dr. Jeff Robertson.
Ernest Belt is gradually recovering
from his spell with mental derange-
ment that overcame him two weeks
ago at Dyersburg, Tenn. He %ea,
brought back to his home here.
ANOTHER DIVINE
COMES TO PREACH
SAYS TELLER STOLE Ito,cloo
Examination of St. Paul Bank Re-
veals Shortage in Accounts.
St. Paul, April to—Treasurer
Lawrence of the State Savings bank
reports that an examination of the
bank's books shows that Louis
Jungbaurer, the assistant teller, who
was arrested Monday night on a
charge—of- embezzlement,_look ahout.11$io,000 of the bank's funds: This,
Mr. Lawrence says, Jungbauer ab-
stracted in sums ranging from $1,cioo
to $2,000 at a time.
Won't/Talk fOr
JHAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
Mark Twain lectured in Carnegie
Hall Thursday night for the benefit
of the Robert Fulton Memorial Asso-
ciation, of which he is vice president.
When ,he was requested by Geti.'
Frederick D. Grant to lecture, Mr.'
Clemens was asked if he would de-
liver the lecture foe a fee of $1,000.l
He replied that he shad stopped talk-ing for pay Many. years ago, and
could not resume the habit without a
good deal of personal discomfort. !
He stipulated that he would lecture i
for the benefit of the Fulton memor-v. ,
tund on condition that they kept
the $r,000 and added it to the fund
as his contribution. Anyhow, he said,
he loved to hear himself talk, because
he got so much instruction and moral
upheaval out of it. But the bulk of
sucli joy was lost t hint when he got
paid for talking.
Conductor Blaney's Horse.
An item in yesetrday's Register
stated that Conductor Blaney had
purchased a $500 horse. This item
was given the paper by a friend of
Mr. Blaney and was considered an
item of news. Last night a telephone
message from Mr. Blaney's home
stated that he did not pay $soo for
the horse and that the animal was not
worth over jsa
The Happy Illliturrest.
eb.—Whom did you congratulate
trot, tbe bride or the groom?
He—Neither; I congratulated the I
minister.
"Why the ministerr
"Oh. he•got the money, you know."
—Yonkers Statesman.
•
KENTUCKY PRItTING
COMPANY
121 S! 4th St.
Back of every Policy of
THE MITTUAL LIFE
of New TM', stands
TIN Fltst WIN Lift N-
ame Co. Ths Cow that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any other Comm in the I
Could Stand It. 4-Proud Parent—If you call In the
evening you will probably bear my 4.444.4.4.4.44+++++4.4.4.4.-i-c-- •daughter singing.
Friend—Oh. I shan't mind that. Ton
ought to hear the fellow down our way
" 
practleing on the cornet. It Is simply
awfui.—Tit-Bits. 
 II
REV. GEORGE CRUTCHER OF
DYERSBURG, TENN., BE
HERE SUNDAY.
Twenty Additions Have Been Made
to Tenth Street Christian Church
This Week—Other Churches.
Rev George H. Crutcher of Dyers-
burg, Tenn., will arrive here tomor-
row and preach Sunday morning and
evening at the First Baptist church,
he having been invited here to de-
river some trial sermons by the
church committee that is authorized
to reccommend some minister to fir,
regularly the pulpit made 'vacant by
Dr. Cheek's recent death. Dr. Crutch
er is a widely known divine and will
be heard by a large audience.
Tenth Street Christian.
Including the six additions made to
the Tenth street Christian church last
evening, there has been twenty ac-
cessions made to this congregation
since the protracted meeting started
Iasi Sunday. This evidences' much
interest and good result being attain-
ed by the forceful preaching and ear-
nest work of Rev. lindspitith and Pas-
tor Bass. Last evening the former
preached on "The Grace of God."
Excellent music is hn attractive fea-
ture of the revivals that promise to
be very successful. Services are con-
ducted each night at 7:45 o'clock.
Vestrymen Elect.
The newly elected vestrymen for
Grace Episcopal church, will meet
some evening next week to 'select
their president, treasurer, secretary
eftfie-ial47-alos-their-twournit-
teemen. who are to serve during the
ensuing twelve months.
•••■••••=mon
Second Baptist Revivals.
Nightly hundreds continue flocking
to the big tent erected on the grounds
behind the Second Baptist church, to
hear the able sermons by Rev. F. B.
Farrar who continues doing great
work and effecting many conversions
and church additions nightly. The
tent is large enough to comfortably
accommodate the people, and an-
swers the needs well. It had to be
procured account the church building
being entirely too small for the de-
mand.
Ladies Mite Society.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
Ladies. Mite Society of the First
Baptist church meets with Istrs.
James Long of 414 Washington
sti et.
An honest man's word is as good
as his bond, when you have nothing
to lose.
She Had.
• fellow die thought a lot or
Liked bar If she'd e'er been lirtof
She replied: -What a fSt
Low! I never will tell!"
Then she giggled and gave Mai • shot.
--lioutiten Poet
ITWOULD BE JOLLY TO 311 Will
The Motorist—Funny thing the)
ean't kaep this road in better utiles
Booms to me absurdly bumpy.
There's the Bub.
Jenks—What's the matter, old want
kinke—Why, the fault is my daugh-
ter can't sing.
Jenks—Lucky beggar! I wish mini
couldn't.
Jonks—Ah! but she thinks she can
Stung.
"Adam," he said, "was • luck)
man."
"Yea," she replied. "He had nt
friends to come around and permuted*
him to go on their bonds."—chicagt
Recor,i Herald.
The Persuasive Love.
The Sister—I have become engaged te
!red.
---TWBRittlit=-w beaver MEM-6W 761
tt=t•
It. Sister—Why, Fred, of cooret—T1t-Bita.
Works 'with His Oast Off.
Patience—And you ing, bar brothertakes his seat off whoff--As towWork?
Pulrfoo—Why, certatalyt Res •
lustructorle-Tookoro MOW
..MIESSISSO
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
Plctures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Colander.
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
IleesSemor.
MIC
BE WISE AND Gl3.7 A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE. 
FINESTKINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-
FUL JEWELRY.
J. L. WANNER,.
Jeweler
428 Broadway
PHONE 772-,A
4
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray'. Buffet,
I d..sier Hou,e Bar,
A. Lagomarsino.
NOTICE.
Copy for our next directory will goto press Monday April alth. Notices-OF cVan4-11----OiTiddlUitris rnua-be re-
ceived before this date.
This directory will contain the
names and addresses of more than
.3.000 subscribers. You are corynner-daily host if your name ti not listed.
Call pot contract department.
ZAST TEN ifiggizz TELEPHONE.COMPANY.
Like other Commodities, telephone-
service should be paid according toits value.
We have in the city about 2.800'
subscribers or five times as many la-
the Independent Co.? outside the city
and witnin the .county we have 6,y.
times as many substribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a.
telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in,
addition, long distance facilities-
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people from your home. Cali
300 for further inrormation.
I EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE-
COMPANY.
•
•
•
••
it •
:UNCONTROLLED
FIRE FINISHES
DESTRUCTION
•
•
•
New York to San Francisco. The
cash will be deposited in New York
and immediately paid out on the
order of San Francisco banks en-
titled to the same.
TRANSPORT SUPPLIES
FREE OF CHARGE.
New York, April 19.—Wells, Far-
go & Cu. announced today that
they will transport free of charge
supplies for the sufferers from the
San Francisco disaster which are
addressed to any San Francisco re-
, 
EART 'JAKE lief association or public official who
may have charge of the distribution
of it.
•
BEGAN BY
:(Continued from Page One.)
FIRM CONTRIBUTES
$50,000 FOR SUFFERERS
New York, April tol;--The Na-
tional Park Bank todartransferred
SHOWN.. IN 14)Nligalts't SenFrencisco through the sub-
-
treasuri between and
London, April retiisteThe = calamity $4.000,0oo in gold. M. Gughenheims
which has befallen the people of Sons today notified Gen. Funston
41 San Francisco overshadows ,itt in- that they had contributed jso,000 for
terest all topics in the newspapers the relief of the San Francisca
here this morning. All the 'papers sufferers.
published long special iii4taLcheti
describing the terrible effectit dt'' The
earthquake togethtrtvith derSilleiPtiort4
Of city, its beauty, etc; in:ereiews Chicago, Ill., April 19.—In 
the
local office of the Postal Telegraph
with the San Franciyine residttnt ;it
London—in fact, an tit;Mnpany there are 5,500 
tetlegrams
Ythinilealculateit
for persons and firms in San Fran-
realization If tha st ota qiat %irk i 
of the disaster. account of the 
great rush of mes-
- o'
Following so iiiabn bn the erup-
> 110 Y sages.
tion of Mount Vesuvius and the
oarthguake shocks Do the Mind
of Formosa, the question is anxious-
ly debated Whether there it any con-
nection between these events. Few
scientiets have as ,Stet exprseeeit an
opinion on th subject.
GERMAN NEWSPAPERS
EXPRESS SYMPATHY.
Berlin, April the morn-
iing newspapers deal sympathetically
with the situation arising from the
•
earthquake in San Francisco. The
11Tagleblatt says it is certain that th
4 entire German people will evince
their sincerest sympathy with the
sorely visited city and intimates that
money to assist the needy probably
will be raised in Germany. The
paper expects the city of San Fran-
cisco to rise speedily from out of
the ruins, more beautiful and more
powerful, like Chicago after the
great fire.
Bankers Offer to Aid San Francisco.
The folleiwing telegram was sent
yesterday afternoon • to Houser S.
4 4King, president of the San Francisco
Clearing House Association, by Pre,-
ident Byron L. Smith, on behalf of th"
members of the Chicago Clearing
House Association:
"Mr. Homer S. king, Prisidcnt
• Clearing House Association, San
• Francisco, Cal.—The membeers of
th Chicago Clearing House associa-
tion in meeting assembled, express to
the banks of San Francisco and the
• community at large their deep-felt
sympathy in the great ordeal through
which that city is now paesing, and
unanimously tender their offer of
assistance in any Manner in which it
may be desired.
"On behalf of the Chicago Clearing
House Association.
"BYRON L. SMITH, President.'
NAVY YARD SUFFERS
BUT VERY LITTLE.
Washington, .April 19.—A telce-
• 
ram Areceived at the .Navy Depart-
ent today front the o.mmandant
itt Marc Island navy yard, cent sinze
;he earthquake, reports that $1.009
• will cover the damage done • there.
WO mention is made of injury to
any of the people of the yard,
PACIFIC SQUADRON
HAS NOT , SUFFERED.
•••••••••, •
Washington, April 19.—A tele-
gram received at the navy depart-
ment this morning from the com-
mander of the Pacific squactron, sent
since the earthquake. reports that all
is well with this egettdreet: -The
Chicago and larbleltead are en
route fro& Long Beach .to
Francisco and will probably
•
-therr —serrue—tinte—rontarrowe7--
43oston and Princeton are at Long
Beach.
San
reach
MONEY TRANSFERRED
TO COAST BANKS.
#1
Washington, April to.—The
secretary of the treasury has author-
ired the telegraphic transfer of Ito,-
000,000 from the sub-treasury at
'drillegrams Held at Chicago.
Impossible to Chick Flames.
San Francisco, April 19.-6 p. m.—
There seems to be practically no hope
of saving any part of the city. The
Grace church and the St. Francis
Hotel which have escaped the flames
are now burning and the flames seem
beyond control. Block after block
of residences have been destroyed
with dynamite in hope of stopping the
flames but after each of such effort
the blaze would leap across this seem-
ingly impassable gulf. Those who
have been most sanguine of the ulti-
mate success of the firemen have
now given up hope and are fleeing
from their homes in despair. Many
people are being burned alive impris-
oned in the doomed buildings where
the rescuers could not reach them.
The entire district from Channel to
Broadway and the water front to
Octavia and Golden Gate avenue Is
a mass of flames.
Telegraph Free.
Manager Elmore of the local
‘Vestern Union Telegraph office,
yesterday received front Superin-
tendent J. R Terhune, a dispatch
stating that The Yv'estern Union will
transmit free domestic me•sage re-
lating to the relief of sufferers at
San Francisco. when offered by
duly constituted relief organizations
or public officers in their official
capacity. When destined to San
Francisco° such messages will be
subject to delay such as the con-
ditions at that point impose.
Paducah People.
Mr. Henry Bahr, the I. C. engi-
veer will) resides at Eighth and Hus-
bands, yesterday received a telegram
from his sister, Mrs. Kate Wieke,
who said she was safe, their family
having gone a short time ago to
I.os Angeles, fipm San Francisco
where they have been reSiding.
Dr. Vernon Blythe yesterday re-
ceived a message front friend of
Los Angeles, who said they had
not heard from the Paducahan's
brother, ,Mr. Leon Blythe who went
from Los Angeles to San Francisco
a week or twn ago. He has been
stopping at the Netherlands hotel
that is right in midst of the district
mattering most, and Dr. Blythe, fail-
ing to reach him, wired friends in
Los Angeles who say they have
heard nothing.
M1r. Ernest McIntyre, of the
American Express company, has not
yet heard from his mother, Mrs. M.
A. McIntyre, who went from here
sever'sl weeks ago to San Francisco
to visit her son, Mr. Morris Mc-
Intyre, and also her daughter, Mrs.
Joseph Hobson, the latter and Mr.
Hobson living there also. They
reside out on Pierce street, which is
five miles from the main district
and which home is onl
a few blocks from the big Calvary
cemetery, and also (he public park
thacis one mile square, wherein they
could seek refuge from the big fire.
Mr. MikIntyre feels confident the/
did not get caught in the conflagri-
tion, on account -isf—the---home---beingt
near the suburbs.
Mr. Charles Riddle, the tailor, is
awaiting word from his brother, Mr.
Thomas Riddle, who resides in the
ruined city. The latter is al :7 4 ;
tailor.
No messages have been received
by people of here right out of San
Francisco, while none can be gotten
in. A dispatch to The Register from
Chicago last evening stated that at
one of the telegraph offices alone
there had accummulated 7,000 tele-
grams intended for San Francisco,
but could not be sent, on account of
the crippled service.
Miss Mary Mix is another Padu-
cahan residing, in Sin Francisco, .but
has not been hard from. She is
the sister of • Miss Emma Mitt
stenographer at the Commercial
club.
PADUCAH'S
CHAUTAUQUA
MR. JAMES SHAW WILL AR-
RIVE TODAY FROM
BLOOMINGTON.
Tbe Programme of Events
Other Arrangements Will Be
Effected While Here.
Mr. James Shaw, the chautauqua
man, will arrive today from Bloom-
ington, Ill., to remain for a week
or so, arranging for the chautuaqua
that is to be given in this city dur-
ing the month of June. Ellis even-
ing will be held by the Paducah
Chautauqua association, for purpose
of conferring with him and outlin-
ing the plans for the mammoth
gathering.
President John S, Bleecker of the
Paducah association, yesterday an-
nounced that while Mr. Shaw is in
the city the programme will be out-
lined for the entire six days, the
grounds whereon the gathering is to
be conducted, will be decided on,
and in fact everything gotten well
wider way.
The local peoptteNhave been await-
ing the return of Mr. Shaw wha
came here several weeks ago and
interested Paducahans .in the propo-
sition, which is being carried out so
eminently successful in all the large
and progressive cities the country
over. While he was here the local
association was organized, and his
interests calling him away, the local
promoters have been awaiting his
return.
Mr. Shaw will submit to the Pa-
tine:than% tite list of speakers and oth-
er features from which to draw from,
and arrangements completed in this
respect. He virtually has charge, but
works under direction of the local
association.
It has about been decided that the
chautatiqua will be held in Wallace
Park, which is the only practicable
place for th immense-gathering that
will he attended by thousands from
this and surrounding cities. Proba-
bilities are it will be in that part of
the park between the gun club
grounds and cluster of trees dividing
grounds from the public road going
up by the Beyer, Quigley and Blbom-
field, homesteads.
Riley & Cook's Great Offer.
We will for a short time make you
one dozen Platinum pictures mount-
ed in nice folder, for ge. This is the
best offer ever made by any studio in
this city., All other photos at re-
duel prices. ,Call at our studio and
see what we have to offer before
Making any engagements with any
other studio. -
Photographically yours.
RILEY ,& COOK.
Trinsinita the Bill Prepared at Chi-
cago.
Washington. April IR.—President
Roosevelt Tuesday' transmitted to
congress an important message re-
lating to insurance legislation. Ac-
conipanying the message were the
report and recommendations of the
insurance convention which was held
in Chicago last February. Among
the recommendations is the draft of
a bat 'A11E—congress is urged, to eti-
act into law with such amendments
as its wisdom may suggest.
Tiv president urges the enactment
of the proposed measure as, he de-
clares, we are not to be pardoned if
we  fail to take every step in our pow-
er to prevent the posubility of'f- be
repetition of scandals as those that
have occurred in connection with the
insurance business an diSclosed by the
IlErtnerong tommittee."
FFER FOR
SCHOOL REFUSED
COMMITTEE DIRECTED TO
CONTINUE CBTAINING
PROPOSITIONS.
Misses !Sutherland and Hoewischer
Capture Honors For the Gradu-
ating Class.
At the called meeting of the
school board last- evening the prop-
ositions of both Caldwell and Holt,
and E. W. Whittemore, were re-
jected, as regards selling the public
school building at Fifth and Ken-
tucky avenue. The proposition of
Caldwell and Holt was to get $22,-
500 for the building for the trustees,
and the real estate men to be paid
a commission of $500 out of this
purchase price, while Mr. Whitte-
more agreed to get $23,000 for the
structure, and negotiate a deal with
the understanding they are to get
a commission of two and - one-half
per cent. out of the mentioned fig-
ure, for their work,
These., propositions by .the . real
and estate _men had been made the
special' telcirnirifttec Sele*Clifel The
board of education, to see what
could be done towards selling the
property that is too close down In
the business portion of the. city for
school purposes. The committee
submitted these proposals to the
full board and they refused both.
The committee was instructed to
continue receiving propositions from
anybody desiring to tfuy the ground
and building. The trustees believe
they should get at least gae,000, al-
though' they value the properties
much higher.
Graduating Class.,
Yesterday morning it was an-
nounced that the salutatorian of the
public school graduating class for
this ,year, would be Miss Elsie
Hoewischer, while the valedictorian
will be Miss Lillie Mayes Suther-
land, two popular young students of
the high school, whose averages
were the highest attained during the
high school year by the students.
The average of Miss Sutherland for
the term was elel/s per cent., while
that of Miss Hoewischer was st41/2
per cent., and their selection for
these important positions, was an-
nounced yesterday morning during
study hoL:rs.
Miss Hoewishcher Is the daughter
of Mir. George Hoewischer, well
known clerk of the Henry Runge
shoe store of South Third street.
while Obis Sutherland is the
daughter, 'f Mr. Arch Sutherlan I.
the shoe merchant of Broadway
near Fourth street, who was form-
erly a member, and also secretary
of the school board.
Those students receiving next
highest percentages were Misses
Ella Wilhelm, Marie Wilcox, Bessie
Seymour, and Masters Thomas
Wooldridge and William Bell, who
close their scholastic career next
June and graduate. The per cents
of all of them were above ninety.
There are seventeen in the gradu-
ating class.
Now that these decisions have
been made, the young people are
preparing themselves for the com-
mencement that occurs in The Ken-
tucky and promises to be an im-
portant event.
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All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Ustr
Green River Sicthe
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITS UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT. ifioe TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATpt*ERS
Prices Repsnable.
1 J. Bleich,
224 Broadway
ESESEISESESSE1=1:13r at..MstiSttUstlal
The Daily Register, delivered 10c week
Our Handsome Spring Fabrics,
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
110141111001100111111111111111asieseiteeii
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST'
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MA PKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER. IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
 "El e.1111•••., 
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN St CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
WEA R
Lender Lydon's
$3.000243.50
..SHOES..
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes-to-Order
309 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
 /111111.11r1111M,
We are now in a position to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thus saving you the
middleman's profit, as we are the down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in Paducah, by eaducali
workmen and strictly guaranteed. •
Paducah Saddlery,CothpanyV
Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets - Incorporated. Paducah, Kentucky.
_
SPRtl OF MALADY.
rblEU NIA VICTIMS INCREASE
I NUMBER YEARLY.
Medical Authorities Putting Forth
Their Best Efforts to Check
Inioads of the Fell
Disease.
Tb.e commission which was appointed
last year by the New York beard of
health to study pneumonia and his
preliminary report has just been sum-
marized by the preen is compoiied of
men of high professional rank, says the
New Yerk Tribune. Yet the problen.s
involved in the inquiry are so ecrious
that there Is no danger of securlog too
exalted a grade of talent for their solu-
tioe. The disease which the commis-
ob.:a has been considering lids risen into
peculiar prominence of late. At one
time consumption =used more deaths
than any etder malady and pneun:onia
ranked second as mrsidintettienedalde..
Within the last ten or fifteen years the
two have exchanged places in some parts
of the United States, if not in the rae-
tropolis. Consumption. as a result ce
the ateapoeu 01 mere et:lightened meth-
ods of preveation and treatment. works
a Iltdc less havoc now than farnerlt.
leneumozin en the other hand, finds a
greater number of vieilais in proportion
to the populetion. There is ground for
the belied that grip has contributed
materially to this moult Lee.ause It is
often a prelude to an attack of pneu-
monia and it sadly Cisqualifies a man for
successful resistance to an illness of an-
other nature. Honever, whatever thi
cause, the increased prevalence oL
monis has excited gravest 8.11..... zut.
perplexity in the medical profess .
The e...mmission is C01111111Ctu kbat,
like tuberculosis, the more acute tot o.
lung dist Ise beattributatle to the eres-
'ence of microbes and that the latter ate
deism:cleated by the drying of sputum
from patients. Thr organisms are not
easily borne £5out I.y the air so long as
they are moist, but afterward they are
as easily circulated as dust particles.
This fueiareental feet shows the desir-
ability of deluging e sick room with sun-
light, promoting ft ventilation and us-
ing a breom only when the floor has
been spri n 1: I sd.
Some puzz,ii g facts have been elicited
in the course of th:, investigatIoe con-
ducted by Dr. Dad eeten'e experts. One
is that pneu mococci, the supdosed cause
of the disease. are sometimes carried in
the mouths of persoas for weeks with-
out producing any apparent effect. In
like manse ti oi,ser J in the ea.
cretions of patients who have recovered
for a considerable interval after the dis-
appearanee of other symptoms. This
second phenomenon resembles one
which often follows an attack dr typhoid
fever and gives rise to the question how
long such persons may threaten the
health of their associates and neighbors.
Perhaps more light on this matter may
be afforded by further observation.
Such information should prove useful
In the devising of sanitary precautions
for a community in which pneumonia
prevails.
Prevention Is infinitely preferable to
cure, but good generals consider what to
do if their first line of defense fails. The
only remedial agent to which the corn-
Mon refers is a blood serum derived
from an immune animal. Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an an-
titoxin of this kind, other ventures of
the same character having been made
repeatedly in the last few years. The
verdict rendered Is a little obscure, but.
while the commission seems to have
found that a serum, as now prepared,
might be serviceable for purdoses of
diagnosis, it appears to be silent about
the remedial and protective qualities of
the article. However, If the serum
which a few physicians even now em-
ploy, is not all that could be desired. Im-
proved methods may yet develop one
that cant- more heartily recommended.
Bagpipes and Gardeners.
"Tom" Jenkinson. head gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
chrysanthemums are on view to the
number of 3,500, Is an ardent Scotchnian.
with a passionate love for all things
that come from the Land o' the Heither.
tie and a few kindred souls have organ-
ized a bagpipe band that will soon show
• Pittsburg the possibilities in untamed
Highland melody. Mr. Jenkinson Is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manner born. It is one
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do it
property one must have the blood of a
proper clan in one's veins to give the
true "skirl." Mr. Jenkinson holds that.
a Scotch/ran and only a Scotehrnan can
be a good gardener or a piper. "An
:rem the top down," says Jenkinson
"A Scot chman starts from the bottom
with a spade digging vegetables. That's
why so many gardeners come from
sigraland. They learn bit by bit over
there."-Pitteburg Dispatch.
DESERVED TO BE KILLED.
Kan Who Made Too Many Points in
Game of Seven-Up Rightly
Treated.
"Not long since," remarked Col. R.
U. Johnston, of Houston, relates the
Washington Pest, "a Texas negro was
up before a magistrate fax aggravated
Insult. He had battered a fellow Sane-
gambian to ste .1 an extent that the lat-
ter had to be tent to the hospital for
repairs.
"The trouble arose over a game of
cards and the man who lost his money
was the defendant in the courtroom.
" 'Have you t.aything to say in your
'awn behalf?' inquired the Justice.
" 'Will yo' ho.er, Bur, 'low me to ex
you lea one question?' replied the de-
fendant.
" 'Go *IV sal I his honor.
"'I begs your pardon, judge, and Iload mean no imperdence, but doesyou understan' c:e game uf eebben up?'
"'Thai has nothing to de with this
Cass so far as I can see, but gs on,
lellOw, with. yo; .r tale. I do under-
stand* it.' •
"'Well, our, r rs' dis nigger wuz
er playin' Bob& . an' I wus six to his
two. It was tay deal, judge, and hebegged. I looks at in; San' an'(remember I wuz six to his two) I
seed the jack, de ta and de trey, so
ob cose I gives, whic-t puts him three.
DE fust cyard dis coon leads at we,
Judge, was de ace of trumps, an' I putsdown my trey. Den next he leads de
king, an' I gives him my ten 31103t..Sere as you born, dat rascal plays outde queen and ketches up my jack.
which wuz sholy bad, but at de las'
he flings down de deuce, an' at dat
I couldn't keep still any longer, ludgt,
and I rlz up an' fetched him er lick
1st knocked him out. I hopes ler
11. •.or'll be easy on me.'
" 'The prisoner stands discharged.'
quoth the magistrate. ',any man who
reakes high, low, jack, gift and the
game in one band deserves to be
killed.**
Hose Witch Hazel Shoots Its Seeds.
Do you know that the witch hazel
shoots its seeds ten or fifteen feet? If
you want a btand-new sensation, bring
home some branches of witch hazel hav-
ing both flowers and unopened seed pods
on them and put them in vases of water
The pods burst at the most unexpected
times, waking you in the night and pep-
pering you with their hard, shiny, black
seeds. Branches that are to be used for
a party meet be seiected with care, to
be sure of having perfectly fresh flowers
• and seed pods that have not opened. If
it is possible to do so. cut them the same
day they are needed. If they must be
cut the day before they are needed, put
them in a cold place In water and wrap
a damp cloth around the brandies, in
order to prevent the flowers from with-
ering and to keep the seedserom being
expelled too soon.--Couatry Ufs la
America.
TOO MANY HAD REMEDIES.
And None of Them Were Any Good
fcr the Man Who Was
Weeding.
A laboring man, with dinner pall be-
14e hen. sat on the curb at Fifth av-
enue and Madlson street the other
n.orning, relates the Chicago Inter
Ocean He was bleeding from the nose,
and a crowd of sympathizers stood
around. There was a crimson pool : f
no small size Lictecen his feet, and a
couple of newsboys had suspended
business hoping the patrol wagon
would be called. "He's bleedln' to
der, sure," said one of the kids. Some
bystander suggested that a cold key
down the back would stop the bleed-
ing, but no ene had a key to spare.
"Why don't he press the vein under
the cheek bones?" said another. Then
came a little man whose age and dress
suggested knowledge. "Get a piece of
ice and put it at the back of his neck,"
was his remedy. "Sure," said a boy,
who quickly returned with the ice.
The crowd parted to let the little man
reach the sufferer. Ile clapped the ice
on the patient's neck. The lee slipped
and eutappeared inside Mr. Nosebleed's
underwear. There was an immediate
tranaformation. "Get out of here
nd lern' me slope," he shzuted,
and as he arose, with blood on his
clothes as wed as in his eyes, the crowd
including the little man, retreated
Just then the patrol wagon came and
took the man to a hospital. "His
condition was serious," said the sur-
geon. "Overheat in the furnace room
where be worked caused the hemor-
rhage. Don't monkey with nose bleed-
in.'."
SERMONS FROM PEOPLE.
Where Henry Ward Beecher Got Ma-
terial for Many of His
Discourses.
Wherever he went, Beechee .on
towed his study of life through rib-
ser.etion. Nothing else was half so
Interesting, writes Orison Swett Maze
den, In Succes titagazele To him
man was the gleateit study In the
world. To read human nature, to
place the right values upon men, Ls
emphasize the right thing In them, to
be able to discriminate between the
genuine and the false, to be able to
pierce their masks and read the real
man or woman behind them, was an
eccomplishment wnick he regarded as
one of a clergyman's greatest weapons.
Like Prot. A gamic, who could see
wonders in the scale of a fish or a
grain of sand, Beecher also had an
00 glass of a microsoope,
which meals marvelii-R beaiiIIn-
the dross and common things It had
a magnifying power which sees the
miraculous and beautifuL in the com-
monplace. lie could see beauty and
harmony where others only saw ugla
Oelte and discord, because he read the
hidden meaning in things. Like
Ruskin, be could see the marvelous
hilosophy, the Divine plan, in the
lowliest object. lie obuld feel the
Divine presence in all created things.
Wanted Money All the Time.
A negro was complaining that his
wife kept asking him for money. -It is
dolls-h, a fifty or eben a quatah. It
is money, money MI of the time," he said.
"What does *be do with all of the
money?" milked an Innocent bystander.
"Don't know," was the reply; "halal
nebber gib her none yit."
•
An Ampiration.
"Why do you want to become rich?"
"Well," said the somewhat cynical
person, "I'd like to have the Income and
leisure that wade permit me to lecture
people on th4 vanity of worldly wealth."
-.Washington Star.
HIS ONE LAST
LOOK
By JOSEPH KEATING
( Copyright, 15025, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
Gloom was In her pretty face.
"What ails you, Helen, dear?" asked
heir husband, in his kindest tone.
"It is nothing, Reginald," was her
reply, which, of course, meant at that
Moment: "It," whatever it was, was
everything.
"Was there anything in the post this
morning that-"
"The post!" she cried. "How ealli
you think that?"
"Welk is it my going-"
"No-no. Why, you are often away.
Why should that trOnble me?"
"Yet you grew serious ea soon as I
mentioned it Just now."
"Did I? Oh, no; it is not your go-
ing. Still, Reginald, you- Sema vary
eager to be off. Especially as you
won't be home to-night."
Reginald's turn came now for eva-
sions.
"lJpon my honor, Helen, one would
think from the very way you said that,
that I was always anxious to be eillfaYi"
"No. But can't you come back to-
night?"
"Impossible."
"You are trilling."
"'Miring!"
She had mused his indighaUon.
She smiled.
"Well," said he, forebodingly.
"You'll come back to-night?"
"Yes; good-by. I shall not be back
in Ume for dinner."
Five minutes later Mrs. Reginald
went out heavily veiled. She went flu
away from the house, and did not stop
till she reached the general post office
Any other place in London was too
small tor the telegram she had to send
"You are quite wrong. There shall
be no 'one last look' in my history.
I have insisted upon my husband being
home this evening. Take this to mean
definitely you 'must never dare com-
municate with me again."
There was no signature. The send-
er's features were hidden, and not the
slightest clew was left whereby the
origin of the message might be traced.
"That is definitely settled," said she
to herself, outside the building. "It
there is one proof of Reginald's being
fond of me, it is the fact that he is
still lealouse of the man to whom I
was once engaged. The mention of
his name sends him into an absurd
age. What would happen if he knew
be had written me a letter? Then if
It ever came to hts ears that he had
actually been to see me in Reginald's
own house! And if they were to meet
there!"
When Mrs. Reginald sot home the
first thing She did was to take a letter
out of her pocket, put It we the fire
and watch it become ashes. Of course
she read it once again before burning
It_
"When I returned to London and
found you married as a retaliation up-
on my indifferent conduct. I knew
should never be happy In this country.
I determined to lae London straight
away. But I want to see you-I want
to see you so much. I knoe; it is
wrong, but right or wrong is nothing
to me. I am coming to take one last
look at you, hear. your voice for the
last time. I have discovered when the
hateful being ethers my husband,'
commented the reader) will be absent.
I implore you to let me see you this
evening"
Perhaps it was because Mrs. Regi-
nald's common sense was so pro-
nounced that she decided not to tell
her husband anything about the letter.
"Why should I do anything to hurt
his feelings, to arouse bad blood? It
might forever make his life and mine
unhappy. Besides," she added, with
the generosity that women extend to
men whose extravagance takes the
form of this personal adoration, "this
poor fellow, could not help himself. I
suppose. No; instead of causing any
unpleasantness, I have done the wisest
thing. I have put a decided stop to
the man's antics. He was always good-
looking and well-dressed, too," she
commented, irrelevantly.
A little rest soon restored the good
spirits of Mrs. Reginald. She had Just
taken a cup of tea,which cheered her
considerably; and after Jane had
cleared away and lit the lamp, she sat
thinking of her eventful day. The
hour at whit h the uptiett log visit had
been threatened was past.
"Jane, if anyone calk:, send them
up."
"-Yee, -mane !- said
The door bell rang. Jane IMMO
down.
Mrs. Reginald's best intentions
"Forbidding itr
"You had the tuessager
-What message?" -
"The telegram I sent thle morning."
"Where did you send it?"
"To the hotel address on the letter.'
"I am sorry. That letter was written
In the afternoon. I have not beed'to
the hotel since-"
The woman groaned.
She looked pleadingly at Greatrex.
,d'If you have any kindness left for
me," she said, "leave my husband's
house this moment. Do not let us de-
lay. Go at once."
"Without a kind word from you,
Helen?"
"I am deeply sorry, Mr. Greatrex,
that I should ever have caused you a
moment's unhappiness. I can say no
more. The past is the past. I was not
a-wIte then. Now, I have no right to
be more than polite to you. Your right
is limited in the same way towards
"Ah, Helen, my right is not so easily
(hand& By flint you are mine. My
feeling for you has never lost its pow-
,1 WI* of )911, night lukct day."
"Yon wake not always so mai to
show it. Your treatment of me was
not all that could be desired. But that
is the past. I ask you to be silent on
that and leave me. Can't you see how
your being here terrifies me?"
"I did not know how I valued you
till I toed you. Now I know-d.
The street door was thrown open.
She dreaded to think that this might
be her husband. If so, then her pun-
ishment was complete.
A sound of pain Cameo up front the
hall.
"Helen, Relent" called the voice of
her husband, in unmistakable agita-
tion.
Helen covered her taxis with her
hands.
"They will kill one another! l" she
cried.
Mr. Greatrex stood motionless. The
terror of the woman took awe/ for •
moment his Presence of mind.
"Helen, Helen!" called her husband
again.
She wondered why be delayed com-
ing up.
A groan came from the hall.
Helen recovered herself a little. She
looked up.
"Stay here," she whispered. tram-
blingly.
She ran softly to the landing and
saw her husband at the foot of the
stairs, moving strangely about the
ball like a man in the dark, although
the hall lamp had been lighted. He
seemed to be trying unsuccessfully to
take off his coat with one hand.
"Helen, is that you?" asked Regi-1
nald.
"Yes," sheieplied, trying to suppress
her agitation.
Now she perceived that something
had happened to him. He held his
hand tightly over his left eye.
"Has anything happened?" asked his
wife, delaying him at the foot of the
staircase, while she slowly took off his
coat_
"The beastly horse went down on a
hill just as I was driving to Jenks
Co.'s place this afternoon in HallwelL
Tide hansom went all to smash. The
front window gash broke and I was
thrown on to it. I think it's ruined
my left eye. The doctor dressed it
and put a cap on R."
Helen's sorrow was as great as her
husband's pain. But in a moment the
feminine quickness of thought caught
at a means of salvation for her own
and her husband's happiness (what
ever might be the effect upon his left
eye).
"The gas light is terriule," she cried
"If the sight of one eye is injured, II
will endanger the sight of the other If
left exposed to gas light. Let me bind
It"
Without waiting for permission, she
swiftly drew out her handkerchief. In
another instant she had bandaged his
right eye, and he Was completely blind.
"Now, dear," she said, taking his
arm, "let me lead you up to our room."
"What a kind little woman you are,
dear," said Reginald.
He stumbled upstairs beside her
Without hesitating she led him into
the room where Greatrex stood in won.
derment
As she passed over the threseold,
Helen made a sign indicating that be
must leave at once.
Greatrex went slowly down the
staircase and out of the house, which
he should never again enter.
The wife stood with her hand upon
her heart, at the door of the room.
watching the man till the hall door
closed behind him. Then she burst
Into tears, and returning to the sofa
knelt at her husband's feet.
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GUY NANCE, FRITZ KETTLER.
Manager. A militant
GUY NANO
Undertaker and Embalmer,
. NANCE.
Embahosr.
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 6429.
NEW PHONE 334. PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
(bum gioraestiL)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroc
And HouseholdrOoods. Both 'Phones
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
-
extloWashingDishos
• The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot) Water or Steam System
rooms. Estimates free.
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the Wins
• wedithall
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones sot. 132 South F our* St.. 323 Kentucky A7enne.
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ty of rubber, wh.k. h never becomes poroie and which closes up small punctures
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GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
were
frustrated; the man who had caused
111 her perturbation was now ushered
into her presence.
Ile was young, tall, dark, handsome
and sell dressed. The intense excite-
ment of standing before the woman he
loved, and the pain of seeing her for
the lest time, gave his face a glow
which seemed to surround him like the
halo of a martyr.
But anguish also found a, home in
the heart of the woman.
"You will not speak to in., Helen?"
said the man.
"Mr. Greatrex," she returned with a
cold manner, "why have you been fool-
ish enough to do this? You deliberate-
ly endanger the happiness of husband
and wife. Has all senile of honor left
you?"
' '1.1fou are cruel. I thought you Could
spare me one little moment In which
to be happy."
"The past is the past. I am ! wife.
You hove intruded yourself here after
Ley atorbiddiag
- 
.
It Wee bachtn old Mimoury
In • peaceful farming vale.
And the folks were plunged In trouble-
Hushed the music of the flail.
There a villain held mortgage
On the dear old farmhouse roof •
Much he loved the wldow's daugLier
And betrayed the cloven hoof,
But, alas! Aber* Was no hero
To arrive With manly grace,
And with ringing cries of "Damara*
Fling the gold into his face.
Yet th`e villain paled and faltered,
While he muttered:. "FoUnd eastier
For his ear bad caught the caCk le
Of the mortgage lIftlne hen.
-MeLandbursh Wilson, in N. Y. Sun.
An Acaomplishilnent.
Patience-Is she an accomplished
conversationalist?
Patrice-Indeed, she is! Why, I as,
or knew a woman who could talk with
hairpins In her mouth as she can.-
Yonkers 'Statesman.
Gtrnarally Admitted.
Whate'er May be said of a sweetheart,
"Ton giddy," "too old" or "tee new,"
There's one point admits of no questtor.t
Ft'e "net l's "tlo goo4 tf) b9 ,
-.1 l'resa. •
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPilt•PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO OFFER YOU. 
IPIPMI mean—me... an elb, ass SO IMMO
;
essiteriede
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For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
At 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
Paper usually sold at toc we will
sell for
. Paper usually sold at Se we win
sell at 5c
We Larry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and btiild-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
UttiMUSMUSUUMUNSIISMUMittilinettail
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Rock Rye
and ity
mpoun
• Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
*ration especially adapted for cough._
g and colder accompanied by fever eat*
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
,Itoe
—BACON'
DRUCISTORES.i
'7th
and $1, Bottles.
•
RECRUITS FOR ARMY ,<UA1V GHOST STORIES.
NOT MANY APPLICATIONS AT
ELECTION TIME.
": •
The Sort of Hen Wao Are in Evi-
dence at the Government En-
listing Office and Their
Numbei;
"Recruiting?' The keen-eyed major
Who has charge of _the recruiting office
ott Third avenue swung around In his
swivel chair. "This is the dull sea-
son for recruiting. There is no other
time of the year when there are so few
enlistments."
"For what reason? Oh, the election,
I think. The men can get more work
and bettor pay outside just now, so
they are not so anxious to join the
army."
"Then it isn't okays patriotism
& halm Pbms ar that makes thein+dialist?"
& Clay See.geooe 31. The kindly idlind officer shook his
heed, relniansthe New York Times.
Dr. Sidney Smith of work etimdehs itd's becauseup  oth Others true
the army through love of adventure,
DENTIST. but there are some," the fighting
man's blue eyes kindled; "there are
some who join for love of country,"
A slender, fair-haired boy, who
looked nearer 17 than $0, entered the
room. He had passed the physical
examination and Safely run the gim-
let of the other departments and had
at last reached the Anal court. The
recruiting officer looked the boy over
with a military keenness that was not
unkindly.
"Your apt- ha asked, in a brisk
tone.
"Twenty-one," answered the boy.
"Will your patents certify to that?"
"I have sot.," sad the youth, stead-
ily, but with • nervosa fingering of his
soft hat. "I'm an orphan."
The officer asked him several other
questions and brought the interview
to an abrupt close.
"I can't take you in to-day," he paid,
and as the boy's face clouded, he add-
ed: "Bring certineatione as to your
age and character and a recommends-
Ion from the last man for whom you
worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
enlist you to-morrow."
"It's his age," explained the major.
"lie doesn't look anywbere near 21."
"But can't boys of 18 enlist?"
"Certainly, but not without their
parents' consent. They have to bring
paperer from their parents and letters
of recommendation before we'll take
them."
"And married men!"
"Generally speaking, in times of
eerace they're °arced. Unless the cob.
in of some regiment is willing to take
a married man it is against the regu.
lations to enlist him. You understand
there's no provision made by the gov-
ernment for the support of the fain-
Mee of soldiers. The men cannot live
with their families, and it is out ol
the question to move them about the
country, so the benedicts are practic-
ally barred from the ranks.
"Yes, Indeed, they sometimes slip
In. They desert their wives, and
think they can escape In that way.
And some of them. If they get tired of
army life. or think they are in any
danger. resurrect their wives, u it
were, and 1180 them as an excuse for
:heir discharge from the service.
Then they are dishonorably dii.
charged for having enlisted by fraud.
"Most of the applicants prefer the
infantry and artillery to the cavalry
because there is much less work in
the first two. A cavalryman has to
take care of his horse as well as his
equipments. he has the work of the
infantryman and about as much again.
On the field, when camp is pitched,
be has to look out for his horse before
he can attend to his own wants. Tbe
artillery offers the most advantages.
The men like to be stationed at home
here along the coast, where most of
the artillery is.
"On an average In this office we
have from 1,200 to 1,600 enlistments a
year. For the past few years San
Francisco has broken the record for
enlistments, but that is because there
are more reenlistment* there than
anywhere else. All the soldiers
brought back from the Philippines
land in San Francisco, and the great
number of those who again enter the
army enlist in the western city."
Olica over Globe Bank and Thais
god Broadway.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in a very few
Kinutes
J. N. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 65.
-NC
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law
Room No. 5.
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah,
Kentucky.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney. at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
PS 1 -2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone ago.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles.
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Eseate Law
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for mated&
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
HAYES
SEVEIM AND BROADWAY.
s a TZL. ?gel.
— 4
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure va your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one.
records.
(
Big selection of
4,14 '1111Z
.. • -
Warren & Warren
Jeweler!
403 Broadway;
Turtle in the Mail.
When the) last western pouch was
irreoght--ivoisa-the _railroad_ idation. at
Paterson and dumped on the distribut-
ing table at the post office a huge snap-
ping turtle walked out of the pouch and
seated itself on top of the pile of mail.
It then made its way to the stamp de-
partment. The turtle, had enongn
stamps Ott its beck to take itto its deft!.
nation, but the paper containing the ad-
dress had been lost in transit. Under
the rube vi of the department. the turtle
will be sent to the dead-letter office tin-
kles the sender call be Nand, and dtII
forward enough etilinPs !a corer its
shipeedtit back. Meanwhile, the car-
riers' association has adopted the fertile,
and, despite the department rules,
talks hopefully of being able to relegate
the turtle to the soup-pot. —Newark
News. . •
Everything Aeoepted.
-"You seem to think a good deal of
that 
13111n"ell, Iought to," admittsla the young
author. "He's $ivs oily genies who
never rejects at contiritintinam."
"AA. editor, elar
"No; he passes the plate at our
eburch.":—Flttalnul Pont
Mat INklefireedi
In Uruguay, until within a few years,
the sale of hides was the only part of the
cattle industry that yielded any cash
the moat befng mostly disearded as c;
an value.
Itevealed by Spirit Visitant
aud a Strange Warning
of Death.
In a certain town in the province of
Minsk, West Russia, a peasant sudden
ly disappeared. He was last seen alive
leaving the church and going home to
his sister, with whom he lived, relates
an exchange:—
One day, in a dream. sister NM
her brother. He ;oci..1.1 pale, his eyes
were closed, anti at legs were broken.
He told her that he had been mur-
dered by her husband and his brothers.
He mentioned the exact date and place
of the deed, and added that his body
was put into a sack and thrown into the
river. He wanted her to find his body
and have it buried in the family grave.
The dream was repeated several
times, and at last the sister sought the
advice of her aged father-in-law. He
told her that it would be difficult to find
the body, and if the culprits were
brought to justice her children would be
left orphans; so, after consideration,
the sister gave the matter up.
But her brother's spirit would not
rest, and appeared in a dream in the
above manner to a friend of his. Soon
the news spread to the local authorities,
who took the matter up. The river was
searched, and the body was found in the
exact spot indicated.
This discovery had such an effect on
the murderers that they at once con-
fessed. They gave all details of the
crime—how, after service, they took him
to a mill where they all dined, and on
leaving for home they attacked their
victim. Finding that the sack was too
small, they cut off the legs, tied a stone
to his neck, and threw him in the river.
The above Is certified to be perfectly ac-
curate by the local authorities.
A Russian paper relates the following
as having occurred 4n an officer's family
at the time of an outbreak of cholera.
The eldest son was in an office in a town
nearly 200 miles from his home.
One morning the family were visited
by an undertaker, who said he had re-
celved orders from a person, whom he
described, to make a coffin for their ern-
est son. The father replied that the son
was far away, and that all the family
were alive and well.
Directly afterward a message came
that the eldest son had died of cholera
at the same time that his exact sim-
ilitude had been seen by the under-
taker.
HOW TO FIND BEE TRa
Ranters Have a Simple Method
Which Is Almost Invariably
Successful.
Some bee hunters simply put ouen bit
of honeycomb, or even trickles of honey
on • clean chip, never resorting to the
pungency of scorched wax. And those
are apt to mark their bees with sprinkles
of flour in order to trace their flight.
Whatever the bait, says the Country
()slender, it is set on a stump, or stone,
or fallen tree, in some open glade of
deep woods. As certainly as the woods
hold even one bee tree, there will soon
be a dozen bees sucking with all their
might The bee bunter, stock still.
watches them narrowly, aiming always
to sprinkle those that come first, since
he knows they are from the nearest
swarm.
Commonly he follows the earliest bee
at its first rise. If he loses it he goes
back for another. He may wait to see
half a dozen take flight from their lines,
making up his mind as to the bee tree's
probable direction. If all of them take
one course he has plain sailing—it is
only a matter of following that course,
keeping his eyes and ears the while very
wide open. if there are erossflighta,
bees scattering in all directions, the
thing to do is to follow the best marked
line home, if possible In the wake of a
laden bee, and put out fresh bait for the
others upon another day.
Following a laden bee is not so easy
The spiral rise is confusing—but a mas-
ter bee-hunter is apt to be hawkeyed.
He watches the black mounting speck
until it strikes line, then runs along its
line, knowing well it will go straight to
within a few feet of the hive. At the
home portal there may be a alight
swerve, even a lighting upon twigs or
the trunk itself before crawling in home.
The entrance may be a knothole, or an
Innocent looking crack or seam. What-
ever It is, It is apt to show a faint yel-
low-brown stain, got from the passing
in and out of so many bees, wax and
honey laden.
Had Bailed on Soup.
An old captain and his mate, feeling
hungry, the other afternoon went into a
restaurant on the water front and or-
dered dinner. The waiter, with convect-
erobLe Sourish, plaeed a plate of thin,
watery looking liquid before each of
them.
"Say, yodirg fellow, wtat's this stuff ?"
shouted the captain, gazing in amaze-
ment at the coneoction under ifs nose.
'soup, FA" replied the waiter.
"Iloup1".4hilffited the 'old ems dog.
"5o41 Bill" (turning to the ludo),
'just think of that! Here yotkend me
have been sailing on soup all our lives
an' never knowed it till DO W. " 
—Wash-
trigton Lift.
Expert Testimony.
Higgins—Do you know anything
about young Borrow's ability as a book-
keeper?
Diggsby—Sure thing. I loaned him
eofyy of Shakespeare more than a year
ago and be bas kept it ever since.—Chi-
cago Daily News.
Are They All, Here?
Sasow-i.Tios lyre used to be very 002D-
mon in Europe, but now they say you
can't find any of them there.
Egbe'rt--Yes; I believe our emigra-
tion laws have beet, altcarether too fee.
IN TURKISH, COURT. WELL. HALF A MILE DEEP.
PARTY OF AMERICANS HAVE
AN ODD EXPERIENCE.
Are Welcomed Into Justice Shop Lo-
cated on the Site of Solomon's
Temple in the Holy
Land.
A citizen of Indian territory, While in
Jerusalem recently with a party of
friends, met with a rather novel experi-
ence which will long remain in their
memory. The party wan en route to the
Mosque of Omar. which stands on the
former site of King Solomon's Temple.
All at once a heavy shower of rain cone-
menced to fall. Not being provided
with umbrellas on this occasion, all
members of the party sought shelter in
the nearest doorway, the door standing
Invitingly open. To their utter astonish-
ment they were unexpectedly ushered
into a room where a Turkish court was
betng held.
The judge was a dignified Turk, who
wore long black whiskers and had on a
long, reddish looking robe, which swept
the floor. Although deeply engaged in
the case that et as being tiled before him,
the judge found time to smoke from a
large water pipe, which stood on the floor
near by. His honor was judge and
jury combined. A number of advocates,
witnesses and spectators were sitting
or reclining on mats ranged around the
room, while the judge sat in a high chair
and the lawyer stood while making a
plea for his client. With the exception
of the visitors, the entire assembly were
Turks and Hebrews, all of whom wore
long robes. the Turks wearing fezes and
the Hebrews turbans.
The prisoner at the bar was a Hebrew;
he was charged with stealing a coat from
another Hebrew. The evidence, given
in Arabic by the witnesses, seemed to
convince the judge that the prisoner
was guilty, as he was sentenced to nine
months in jail. The trial was just being
concluded when the Americans arrived
on the scene. Immediately the judge
arose from his seat and. approaching in
a dignified manner, offered each of the
party his hand, saying in excellent Eng-
les') that he was happy to be honored by
their presence in his humble court room.
He then adjourned court for the re-
mainder of the evening and invited the
party t.4 remain and have some refresh-
ments. For fear of being adjudged in
contempt of court they remained with
him sitting on the mats on the floor like
they had seen the natives do. After cof-
fee had been served by the court bailiff
the Judge asked them where they were
from, how they enjoyed their trip and
what they thought of Palestine. They
told his home, that they were from the
United States, lad'had a very pleasant
trip and admi Jed +Palestine. but would
like to see it cleitiked up. The judge
stated that the claiming process would
be brought about little later on. but.
like the Biblical
to put new wine
of breaking the
Ins, it was not safe
old bottles for fear
Pies, so it would be
dangerous to put sew ideas into prac-
tice until such tim as his people had
time to properly digest them.
In answer to the question how he hap-
pened to speak suc i good English the
judge said that be had learned the Eng-
lish language from his children, he hav-
ing 17 children and several wives, who
had attended the American missionary
schools in Constantinople and had
learned the English language that way.
The judge stated dile although he was
a Turk and a subject of the sultan, he
was an admirer of President Roosevelt,
whom he regarded as the greatest dip-
lomat of the age. cie showed a com-
plete set of the pre* lent's books print-
ed In French, which he said he had read
through several tines. He also stated
that his only regret was that he did not
have one of the prime dent's mighty guns
to hunt big game wt. h. Speaking of our
election system. he said that our policy
of electing a president every four years
was a bad one. He thought when the
United States had as good a man as
President Roosevelt that we ought to
emulate the exempt of Mexico and keep
him In office for lif 3. He made inquiry
as to how our judicial system was con-
ducted. They told him how our ittarned
Judges held court, with-tie jury system,
and that they wet.) only allowed one
wife and seldom had eul many as 17 chil-
dren. His honor replied tlat he would
not like to be a judge in the United
States unless haoeuild have all his wives
and children with him.
Eyes 8,000 Year* Old.
Eight thousand ears is a good age
for a palr of burns eyes to last. An
Sligyptniegist claims to have discovered
these aticient oriel in mummified »-
maim at Girgeh, gaper Egypt. The
professor found ozlea of grave*
Which, he declares, .1c-tend neer an fa.
interval of at least 8,000 years, reprtki
'relating the most ar tele of prehistoric
periods The hod es, owing to the
dryness of the elltoate, and Dermal*
the excellence of the methods employed
in embalming, are in a surprising state
of preservation, and in two cases the
eye* remain so perfect that the lenses
are in good condition.
As to Squallop,
geeker—Yes, I've heard-of Squallop.
What kled of looki ig man is he?
Nokker--He's the kind that's always
looking at the ceiling through a glue
tarnts.er - CH, p .
Borings Fail to Find Desired Arte-
sian Flow in Ohio State-
house Yard,
In 1857, for some reason. it Wad
thought profita.ble and possible to se-
cure an artesian well in the state-
house yard, The geology of Ohio
as a science was still unwritten.
In fact, the first volume of the Ohio
geological reports contains the writ-
ten record of this boring.
Down 2,776 feet--over bait a mile—
the auger was sent by the slow and
laborious process of the time, and
nearly a year was spent in the work
The boring was commenced on No-
vember 4, 1857, and stopped October
1, 1858. No artesian Water was
found.
The boring was made in the eastere
part of the grounds. Its site Wa*
pointed out to the writer some year;
ago, and it is now probably oovere4
by the cement walk extending out 1.4
Third street from the judiciary buiid
Water was struck and plenty oi
It—fresh, salt, sulphur, magnesian, etc.
but none of it came to the top.
Prof. Theodore G. Wormley, thi
professor of chemistry in Starling
medical college, embraced the oppor-
tunity to secure the temperature 01
this deep boring. With a thermome-
ter placed in a specially prepared iron
case and left in the bottom of the bon
lug 24 hours, he found the tempera
tore at the bottom to be 88 degrees
Fahrenheit. Making deductions lot
the distance below the surface at
which the heat of the sun ceases te
be felt, he computes that the tempera-
ture increased one degree for every
71 feet of descent. At that time Nu-
ropcan scientistswho were carefully
studying this branch of physical gs
eg:ahy had estimated that the lette-
r retore increased In sun conclit!ow
one degree for every C6 feet.
There is no record of the cost ol
the boring, but it must have beer
considerable, as the facilities and ap
paratus were primitive compared witt
those now in use. Though failing 01
Its principal purpose, the state seem!
to have turned it to accotept througt
its geologists, so that it was not
wholly money wasted.
PECAN SHELLING SEASON.
An Industry That Give* Employ-
ment to Many Ifuedrecla
of People.
Some idea of the magnitude of the
pecan nut meat industry may be had
when it is stated that in San Antonk
(Tex.) alone there are 1,700 members
at the Pecan Shellers' union, a labor
organization composed- of men engaged
as a regular business in the shelling
of pecan nuts and extracting the de-
licious kernels.
Not all of the pecan shellers in San
Antonio belone to the union. Then
el
are several hundred other men, worn
en and children in that city who gain
a livelihood from the work. Tiler.,
are branches of the Pecan Shelters
union in Austin and several
towns of the state.
The pecan nut shelling season lasts
from October 1 to July 1. The IleN1
crop of n begin to come into mar-
ket about October 1, and from then
until January 1 the business of ex-
tracting the kernels Is very active
The kernels are shipped in large bulk
to New York, St.Louis and other cit-
ies, when they are used by the con-
fectioners in the manufacture of can-
dies.
Pecan shelling is a comparatively
new industry. It had its origin, so
far as Its becoming a recognized
business is concerned, a few years ago
when a candy manufacturer of New
York visited 
Texas,He ate some of the candy made and
sold by Mexican street vendors in
San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an
Important ingredient of the; candy
As an experiment he arranged for a
email shipment of the pecan meats to
be made to him.
The kernels were received in due
time, and the highest art of the candy
maker was employed in—f5e1r use. The
pecan candy became popular almost
;netaotly, and other orders for the
pecan kernels were placed.
The. was the beginning of an in-
duetry which now gives employment to
several thotreand people. There is a
big demand for the pecan kernels in
every largeteity in the country.
Indians Going to School.
The Indians of western Nevada are
taking more kindly to the government
school than ever before. At present
there are 260 'Unlade and no more
^an be received until new buildings
ender way are completed. ft was only
a few weeks ago that the government
ordered the Installation of a school at
old Fort McDermItt, in Humboldt
county, to relieve the congestion in
the Carson school.
She Bad .ecovered.
Mrs. Ferguson (to caller)—I never
lid like her, and when the impudent
thing spoke to me the way she did I
was speechless with indignation. I
couldn't say a word.
Mr. Ferguson (butting in)—Tbat
riiqt ho befrs we wore
.11110•1•1 •••••••••••••••
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
WILL CURE IsTr131"US TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DIUG
STORES.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYBR---
Wlfl in all courts of Kee.
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone tar
Residence, Big Broadway.
Phone so.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil. Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAVYERS,
Rooms to, it and 19, Columbia Bids
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T. Flali
Office 'with Drs. Rivers & Rivera, is*
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence too Clay, Old Phone Apt.
EXCURSION
It Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and boa
excursion r.,o of Pddu,...4.%.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lenpessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, g tatda,
goed rooms, etc. Boats ,e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, It, Frank L.
Brown. .tent
A. S. DABNEY
--DENTIST—
Truehart Building.
H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE zoo NORTH FIFTII
TELEPHONES
Residence acid °Ace ag
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
4 141111400,
J. K. HENDRICK. 7.0. MILLEN
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Regitter Build-
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones gr.
0. D. Schmidt)
GL jag _Superintendent
4oz Fraternity Building.
ONIllbone 491 Red; New Phone p.
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones gu
Office hours II to to a. at, i to
p.m. and 7 to g p.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND -
THROAT.
Moe and Residence, Roans 3 and 4,
Columbia BuiLding.
Phone too--Red.
°MICR'GREC1011.*e
LAWY R S.
'OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
• Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Roots tee Fraternity B u ilding.
New Phone in ()id Phone 303,.
L..
—__-eaeareseelleedielillewee
-Th National
Cigar Stands
is composed of two thousand retail
Orugg,ists, scattered throughout the
United States, who have concen-
trated their league buying power in
single, co-operative concern. These
stares; sonstittue. the greatest
retail league outlet on earth. Conse-
quently the N. C. A. Co., becomes
the largest single customer for to-
Lace° ever known in the history of
the cigar business. That is why we
can offer the terms??? we do.
M'PHERSONS
WANTS
WANTE13-..1or U. S. Army;
able-bodied...astiparnioetnest between
ages of 21 and 35; 'citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write Eriglish. For intortnation
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richrtend Houm. Paducah, Ky.
WellTE "flirting room girls wanted
}Wel Craig, Fifth and Jefferson.
$750.00 improved farm near Maxon
Mills, 37 acres, easy terms. Apply
613 Broadway.
'FOR RENT — Residence, Ni. h
and Jefferson. Telephone Qeo. C.
Hugltis,
HOTEL FOR RENT—Ready
sroished at Hinson Springs wifb
telepilknte j. H. Long, Hinsgra Spg4.,
Tenn.
WANTED—A boy about fifteen
years -old, acquaiated with city. Ap-
ply C. C. Lee, 315 Broadway.
FOR, . RENT — Eight Roomed
house in West End all modern eon-
venences. • Fresdied throughout.
Apply L. S. DuBois.
FOR RENT—Lower apartments
of house 6°3 North Sixth street.
GEORGE RAWLEIGH.
For Rent. Room. Elegantly fur-
• nisted. Centrally located for two
young ladies. Reasonable. Box 96,
City.
FOR RENT—Two nice rooms at
324 N. Fifth. Call at house, or old
'phone 165t.
POR RENT—One nicely furn-
ished uleptn,jur gentleman at Elev-
en the and Jefferson. 'Phone 2238.
.WIJIMMI1W0.1.0111.1M.M.
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•:. LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
.1. 
.1.
ha:. 
Walgy McGregor of Benton,
iielected temporary substi-
MO m ier -for the local post-
office.
— tors and undertakers both
report distressingly healthy now in
acco ne•steits or deaths.
the, 4y, Aesitlage.. malting theia. salt,
'Harman of ivy South
Fourth street, has been taken to Riv-
VW:: osPit.al account ailing with1
e
relar• fever.
- city has stored a ,lot of old
sC 
op the 'Carnegie Library lot
a ' 
P. 
and Broadway, and Presi-
dent 
 WAlagby of the instittgien,
.will today ask the board of works to
iiviillhf rfc,It tasived, as it Makes an
unsightly mass. He want fr it moved
to tfie.tity's gravel yard or some oth-
er place.
—Several.weeks ago in 'Arcadia,
City Jailer Tom Evetts took up an
c,s,Lraz jayle and brought it to towni iFigireAt has since kept it. He ad-
vertised for the owner through these
columns and Dr. Madden of Kevil,
Ballard county, saw the mention, and
cornigilleown yesterday. identified
the animal as one ,of his that strayed
 away front home. Tbr d.tuu
his two other missing mules out
about Eden's hill where parties had
taken them up.
We are closing out ow
line of
HOUSEHOLD
...PAINTS
at very little above cost.
At housecleaning time, a
small can of paint will cover.
multitude of sins. Thir -9t
housecleaning time and we are
selling
Good Paint Cheap
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
. , INCORPORATED.
Drvggists, Fifth and rimy.
Both Phones rya.
EXCURSION
IBY THE ELKS
HUNDREPS ENJOYED OUTING
; ON THE ISLAND
QUEEN.
••••
Odd Fellow., Will Not Postpone the
Interstat 3—Eagles Preparing
far Minstrel.
The excurs:on given out of thisCity yesterday on the steamer IslandQueen uncle.r the auspices of the
Elks lodge, • 
-ne of the most suc-
cessful anti, ever 'conductedi bythat secret order as the weather was
excellent for the occasion, and hun-dreds took advantage of the fine op-
portunity to spend several pleasanthours upon the 01..0 river.
The boat arrived here yesteri/ay
morning early from Cairo, and in the
afternoon took out many hu.ndred,
moatly•of whom were ladies and chil-
dren. The craft steamed. away about '3 o'clock, and going below, stopped
at Metropolis, where a large crowd
was taken on. She then returnee
here at 6:3e o'clock last evening, and
•-ying until shortly after 8 o'clock
on her night •uting. The Me--
ropolis people were carried back
home, and then the Paducahans jour-
neyed around until an early hour
this morning. The craft was packed
last evening and a grand time had by
everybody. The boat went on up
the Ohio river this morning early,
bound for Evansville. About 1,100
%.ere on the boas last night.
Elks Lodge.
The Elks lotlge held its regular
V1 eddy inteting.laet evening in the
hall on North Fourth, but the atteii-
lance wa small lictbtutt the excur-
sion carryinseatany Sway.
Beavers Tonight.
This e*ning the regular weekly
meeting of the. Beavers will be held
at the Elks hall on North Fourth.
Will Not Change Date.
The arrangements committee here
has decided not to change the date
for the gathering of the Odd. Allows
Interstate Association that meets
here next Thursday. Account the
railroads not beingable to furnish all
the cars wanted to bring the Odd
Fellows here for the meeting, from
different points within a radius of too
utiles of the city, it was thought of
postponing the gathering until May
3rd, bat this cannot be done, as the
26th of April Odds, Fellowship was
establishen ciogthsg -date Nineteenth
century and the anniversary is always
celebrated on that date, unless it hap-
pened to fall on Sunday, when it ,can
be changed to the Saturday preceding
or Monday following. Otherwise
only the sovereign lodge of America
can change the date.
Eagles' Minstrels.
The Eagles minstrelsy is having its
rehearsals every night or two now,
and will be in form for a fine enter-
tainment next Wednesday evening at
The Kentucky.
PETMON
PRESIDENT REED WILL BE
ASKED TO ASSEMBLE BAR
ASSOCIATION.
For the Puprpose of Investigating
Rumors of Unprofessional Con-
duct and Practice.
Judge W. M. Reed, president of
the Paducah Bar association, re-
turned yesterday from Memphis,
Tenn., and it is said that wiThin the
next few (lays there will be pre-
sented to him a petition, from the
lawyers of the city, asking that the
association be called together for
the purpose of investigating rumors
of unprofessional conduct of some
of the members. The petition is
benig signed by the lawyers andjust as soon as it is lodged with the
president, he will take up the matter
e.1 setting the date for the spc.ial
gathering.
All lawyers of the city belong to
the association, and it is quite ser-
ious for charges to be preferred
against any one of them, making ac-
cusation that methods not sanc-
tioned by the profession, are re-
sorted to in the practice of law. If
anyone is convicted of this they are
expelled from the organization and
probably disbarred from practicing
in the Kentucky courts.
REWARD FOR
MISSING MAN
JAMES McFADDEN OF JE-
ROMEVILLEt OHIO, IS
WANTED._
Lieutenant Thomas Potter and Pa-,
trolman James Clark Is Improv-
ing—Fine Snit Case Found.
Chief James Collins yesterday re-
ceived word from Melvin McFadden
of Jeromeville, Ashland county,
Ohio, asking that a lookout be kept
for Jerome McFadden, who dis-
appeared from his home in that city
April 7th, and may possibly be
arund in this section. A reward of$loo is offered for the missing man
who is sixty-five years of age,
weights iCio pounds, TEA Iettec
ceived by the chief did not state in
shat manner McFadden disap-
peared, but it is presumed he wan-
dered away while in an irreasponsi-
ble condition.
Ailing Officers.
A letter yesterday from Lieuten-
ant Thomas Potter of the police
force, announced that his sojourn
and treatment at Hot Springs, Ark.,
is benefitting him greatly, and he
believes he will be able to return
home sometime next week. He has
been there nearly two weeks now,
going down on account of his severe
attack of inflammatory rheumatism.
Patrolman James Clark, who is
acting as high lieutenant while the
other is away, believes he himself
will be able to walk without help
of his stick and crutch, by the last
of next week. He was shot in the
kg Christmas day by John Tice at
Eleventh and Broadway, and has
been laid up ever since. When the
lieutenant had to go to Hot Springs,
Mr. Clark was pressed into service
as acting lieutenant, which permits
him to sit at the desk most pi the
time, and does not have to walk
around,, and thereby use his legs
much. He hobbles with his stick
supports, but thinks lie can throw
them away in about ten days, as
daily his kg is getting better. Be-
cause of complications developing in
the wounij, it is taking months for
the injury to properly heal, and ne
does not put much weight on the
limb, for fear the healing will be re-
tarded.
Found Suit Case.
Mr. Frank Bennett of the Rhodes-
Burford house, found a fine suit
case at Fifth and Jones, and turned
it over to the police who have it
awaiting owner,
Dirt For Sale.
Anyone wanting rich flower dirt,
telephone George Seitz at tot; over
old 'phone.
—The Retail Druggists' Associa-
tion held their weekly meeting yester-
day at the City Hall.
S.
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Professor Harry Gilbert end little
Muss Mollie Gardner returned last
evening from Paris, Tenn., where
they spent the day.
Col. Victory Van de Male will to-
day return from a drumming trip
through Illinois.
Miss Mary Mahon yesterday went
to Dayton, Ohio. to visit her' sister
Mrs. T. A. Gould.
Mr. J. L. Kilgore has returned
from.Anderson, Ind., and it will take
business, when he will then leave
:or good. preparatory to sojourning
in Europe this summer.
Mrs. Julia McKenzie has gout to
Bisbee, Ariz., to make her home. She
•
has been rcsi.. itg with her daughter
Mrs. William C. Kidd of West Broad-
way.
Mir. Harry, Watts of Chanrete,
Kan., is visiting her aunt, Mfrs. Annie
Bagwell.
 
 Mrs. I. H. Brake and two daughters
are visiting In Bardweil, Ky.
Engineers John Mlulvin, E. H. Kel-ley, William Burch and Charles Mar-
tin returned yesterday from attending
court at Wickliffe.
Mrs. Whitlow and, daughter, Mrs.jcipin P. Henning of St. 'Louis, are
visiting their daughter and sister,
Mrs. Frank NV. Ferriman.
Mr. Frank Schmidtt, the traveling
auditor for the Henderson Brewery.
returned yesterday to Henderson af-
ter ipending a week here.
Mr. John Rector -was here yester-
day en route from Cairo, .0., tO
Knoxville, Tenn., to engagtet1 in t
cigar business with his brother. He
has been editor of the take) Bulletin.
Mrs. I. XV. Hall and children have
returned from visiting in Memphis.
Tenn.
Miss Ettie Gossett of Kuttawit and!
MT. Robert Williams of Princopp
Ky., passed through here yeitti
en route to Paris, Tenn., to he',Inat-
ried. They eloped.
Deputy U. S. Marshal Wade Brown
returned last evening Vat Princeton.
Ws Mary Austin is visiting bert
from Cairo,
.!Justice J. H. Fisher of Columbus.
Ky., returned home yesterday after
coming to consult with McCracken
county officials regarding the manner
of building new pikes out in the rural
districts.
Dr. J. D. Bacon and Mr. Edward
Buchanan today return from a busi-
ness trip to Hopkinsville.
Miss Mayme Dryfuss will return
next week from spending the winter
in New York.
Messrs. Walter and Henry Pierce,
prominent merchants of Golconda,
passed through Paducah yesterday on
their return home from Cairo wher.:
they were called to attend tg some
legal business.
Mr. Gorge Boos, Jr., of Golconda,
was in the city yesterday. He had
been in Cairo on business.
Mr. George Nflarabte of Detroit,
Mich.. is visiting in the city.
Mr. Charles Reed of The Palmer,
returned. from Chicago last night.
Me. Mac D. Ferguson of LaCenter.
arrived here yesterday. He is the
state railroad commissioner from this
&strict.
Mr. Rid Reed of Smithland, is in
the city on business.
Hon. Mike Oliver returned from
Louisville last evening.
-t-
RIVER RIPPLINGS. et•
Caifo, 41 2 falling.
Chattanooga, 10.2 falling.
Cincinnati, 29.7 rising.
Evansville, 23.3, falling.
Florence, 6.6, rising.
Johnsonville, 9.9. falling
Louisville, 9.7, rising.
Mt. Carmel, 15.9, rising.
Nashville, 74.0, rising
Pittsburg. 7.6, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 9 t. failing
St. Lousi, 24.6, falling •
Paducah, 30.2 falling.
Burnside, 7.1 falling.
Carthage, g.o
There came out of the Tennessee
river last night the steamer Ken-
tucky. She lays here until 5 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon before getting
away on her return trip that way.
The Dick Fowler gets out for
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and
comes back tonight about eleven.
The John S. Hopkins went to Ev-.
ansville yesterday and comes back,
again tomorrow
Today the Joe Fowler tomes in
from Ecru:grille and' gets away itn-
mediately on her rtturn that way.
The City of Sjtillo wiil get to St.
Louis this mooing and levet there
today or tomorrow on her rettlut t)iN
way.
The Bottorff gets to Nashville tb-
day and leaves there tomorrow on
her return this way. She reaches Pa-
aluePh Sunday.
The towboat T. H. Davis has se-
turned here from the upper river with
a tie tow.
The Georgia Lee will not get here
-tnenow
phis to Cincinnati. She is behind a
day or two.
The Peters Lee that has been tied
up several weeks will leave Memphis
next Tuesday for Cincinnati.
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C BEE
Cactus Proof
A Heavy Tire
For Heavy
Riders
Made from high grade rubber and Sea Island Cotton, properly wrapped
and frictioned. They are supplied with an extra heavy tread to resist punc-
tures. We guarantee them to be perf ect in construction and material 4nd
will replace free of charge any defective tire. We are SOLE AGENTSfor this brand. We also carry a large line of M. & W. and all standard
tires and a corm:date line of supplies. See our READING BICYCLESbefore you buy, they are those so mile an hour wheels and have more rec-
ords than any other bicycle on the market.
U you wish a luxury in the bicycle line call and see our
THOROUGHBRED MOTOR CYCLE.
Prices Just Right. Toros Easy. Old Bicycles Takeo ie Ening
REPAIRING DONE BY MECHANICS.
S. E MITCHELL
336-335 S. 3rd St.
Old Phone son.
New Phone 743
USSIMUISIMI 
-.41111.01.41M
League Park
PADUCAH Vs EVAN SYILIE.
APRIL 20, 21, 22
General Adnimmion 2$ Cants.
GRAND STAND 33 CENTS, BOX SEATS 6o CENTS.
TICKETS ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.
FOURTH & BROADWAY.
GAME CALLED AT 3:30
MI KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 34
Saturday, April 21
MA'T1NEE AND NIGHT
FUN—Fresh, Fast, Furious from
First Inning to Finish.
This is "IT"
The successful innovative and
Laughing surprise ut the
Season.
• Olga* •
HOOSIER GIRL
A Comedy Drama in Three Acts.
MISS KATE WATSON.
As "Rosana" imported by the Pop-
ular German Comedian. Mr. Gus
Cohan and a Star Cast of capable
Actors.
PRICES—Matinee: Children.
Adults, ac. Night Prices: ase.
50c, 75c and 111.00.
Seats on Sale Friday, g m.
Du
403 //2 Broadway.
to;1
35c.
Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephone 16i6.
N. SHARP.
i
SPECTACLES
 *
i:
EYE GLASSES
P
 rf Tel!
 $ I 
GiW
and Solid kid
Adjusted MOO
EYES TESTED AVE
By Evart. Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
J. L WOLFF,
PIWZLER & OPTICIAN
327 Broadway.
You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COALSo you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?Lump 13c, Nut 12c. Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
OHIO
Street. West Kentucky.. Coal Co.
4
